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Abstract  

Vibrations in staircases have during the last decades become an important issue in design. The main 

reasons are current architectural trends aiming for innovative, slender and high staircases, together with 

developments in material properties and building technique, making these aims possible. The improved 

material properties and slender design of the staircase makes the structure lightweight and have great 

impact on the flexibility and dynamic performance of the staircase. This have resulted in that vibration 

serviceability criteria increasingly often are becoming governing in design.  

The performance of staircases in serviceability under dynamic loads is however very hard to predict. In 

many cases hand calculations will not be sufficient, and a computerized model, e.g. a finite element 

model, need to be created. Creating a finite element model that performs well when subjected to dynamic 

loads is however not simple. Especially boundary conditions, connections and the effect of non-

structural elements are hard to adequately represent. The formulation of the load is also a complex 

question. The main dynamic load that staircases are subjected to, that causes uncomfort for the user, is 

the load that the user themselves apply on the structure, when ascending or descending.   

The main part of this master thesis project is a case study of two lightweight, steel staircases. To form a 

basis for the case study, current research have been summarized in a literature survey. An introduction 

of elementary dynamics is also made for less conversant reader.  

The literature survey reviews previous research about loads introduced by humans and how these can 

be formulated, both for single human excitation and group loading. How vibrations arise and how 

humans percept vibrations is also reviewed. The view and recommendations of standards and regulations 

about load formulation and vibration acceleration limits is presented. Recommendations in research for 

finite element modeling of staircases and dynamic loads is also reviewed. 

The case study consists of measurements and analyzing of finite element models of the staircases. 

Measurements of vibrations and the dynamic response of the staircases under human introduced loads 

have been conducted. The human introduced loads included are an impulse load created by a jump, 

ascent at a moderate pace of a single subject and descent at a moderate pace by a single subject. The 

measurements have been recreated in finite element models. Different modeling choices and 

formulations for ascending, descending, and impulse loads are studied.   

The aim is to investigate how different modeling choices in connections, boundary conditions and 

adjacent structure, affects the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the staircase. Different load 

formulations for the loads are analyzed, both for the impulse load and for the loads created by a subject 

ascending and descending. With these results as a basis, some general recommendations about 

construction a finite element mode of a staircase and achieving appropriate load formulation for dynamic 

loads are made.  

 

Keywords: Staircase, Dynamics, Natural Frequency, Vibration analysis, Human introduced loads, FE-

modeling.  
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Sammanfattning 

Vibrationer i trappor har under de senaste årtiondena blivit en viktig fråga vid projekteringen av trappor. 

De främsta anledningar är dagens arkitektoniska trender som eftersträvar innovativa, slanka och långa 

trappor, tillsammans med utveckling i material egenskaper och förbättrade byggmetoder som möjliggör 

dessa trender. De förbättrade materialegenskaperna samt den slanka designen av trappan gör 

konstruktionen lätt och har stor påverkan på styvheten samt det dynamiska gensvaret hos trappan. Detta 

har resulterat i att vibrationer i bruksgränstillståndet allt oftare är dimensionerande i designen av trappan.    

Responsen under dynamiska laster i bruksgränstillståndet hos trappan är dock väldigt svårt att 

förutbestämma. I de flest fall är handberäkningar inte tillräckliga för att förutsäga detta beteende och en 

dator modell, t.ex. en finita element modell, behöver utvecklas. Att utveckla en finita element modell 

som genererar tillförlitliga respons är dock inte enkelt. Speciellt randvillkoren, kopplingar och effekten 

av icke bärande element är svårt att modellera tillförlitligt. Hur man formulerar lasten kan också vara en 

svår fråga. Den främst dynamiska lasten som trappor utsätts för som skapar obekväma vibrationer för 

användaren, är också skapade av användaren själv eller andra användare som går upp eller ner i trappan.   

Huvuddelen av detta arbete består av en fallstudie av två lätta ståltrappor. För att få en bas för fallstudien 

har rådande forskning gåtts igenom och summerats i en litteraturstudie. En introduktion av 

grundläggande dynamik har även gjorts för den mindre insatta läsaren.   

Litteraturstudien har gått igenom forsning om dynamiska laster orsakade av människor och hur dessa 

kan beskrivas, både för laster orsakade av en människa, samt även för en grupp av människor. Hur 

vibrationer uppkommer och hur människor uppfattar vibrationer har också undersökts. Standarders 

uppfattning och rekommendationer, samt regelverk om lastformulering och gränsvärden för vibrationer 

presenteras. Rekommendationer från forskning av finita element modeller av trappor och dynamiska 

laster i dessa gås också igenom. 

Fallstudien består av mätningar i de verkliga trapporna, och av uppbyggnad och analysering av finita 

element modeller av trapporna. Mätningar av vibrationer och den dynamiska responsen hos trapporna 

när de utsätts för dynamiska laster orsakade av människor har utförts. De studerade lasterna inkluderar 

en impulslast skapad av ett hopp, last från en människa som går upp i trappan och last från en människa 

som går ner i trappan. Mätningarna har sedan försökts återskapas i finita element modellerna. Olika 

modellerings val och formuleringar för gång och impuls lasterna har studerats. 

Syftet är att undersöka hur olika modelleringsval hos kopplingar, randvillkor samt närliggande struktur 

påverkar egenfrekvenserna och modeformen hos trapporna. Olika beskrivningar på lasterna analyseras, 

både för impuls lasten, samt lasten från en människa som gå upp eller ner i trappan. Med hjälp av dessa 

resultat kommer några generella rekommendationer om hur finita element modeller av trappor kan 

konstrueras och hur en tillbörlig lastformulering för dynamiska laster uppnås.      

 

Nyckelord: Trappa, Dynamik, Egenfrekvens, Vibrations analys, dynamiska laster orsakade av 

människor, FE-modellering. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1  Background  

The architectural trends of today advocate open planning, slender structures and high story heights. As 

a result of this, staircases are designed more slender, monumental and in different shapes then before. 

Staircases are also increasingly often only supported at the top and the bottom, instead of being 

supported at multiple points by walls around it. All of this have a significant impact on the structural 

flexibility and dynamic performance of the structure.    

One result of a more slender design is a low stiffness to mass ratio characteristically producing a lower 

natural frequency, when compared to more traditional staircase design [3]. The consequence of this is 

that the first natural frequency better coincides with the frequencies introduced by people walking or 

running up and down a stair. Steel staircases are especially prone to have these problems, since the 

improved design efficiency, building methods and better material qualities have enabled more slender 

and light structures.  

The natural frequency of a structure is the frequency at which a structure tends to oscillate freely, if not 

subjected to a force [5]. Frequencies coinciding with the natural frequency of a structural member can 

cause resonance and comparatively large vibrations. Consequently, we want to avoid to design flexible 

structures which have the same, or similar, natural frequencies as the frequencies of the loads that are 

applied on the structure. If vibrations arise they are hard to damp or minimize.  

Because of advances made in design and material quality, vibration serviceability criteria is increasingly 

often becoming the governing factor instead of ultimate strength requirements [19]. Vibrations in slender 

staircases causes discomfort for the user, and is therefore undesirable. However no satisfactory method 

exists to evaluate dynamic response of slender staircases. The standards established mostly concern 

loads and vibration criteria on floors and footbridges and these cannot be directly applied to staircases.    

Loads introduced by humans walking on a flat surface cannot be directly applied to stairs, because the 

loads introduced by ascending or descending is significantly different in magnitude and frequency 

content [2]. The loads produced by subjects ascending and descending are typically higher in magnitude 

and of higher frequencies. Research also suggest that the effect of group loading is more severe on 

staircases than on flat surfaces.  

Vibration problems in structures can be very hard to remediate. Designers therefore want to assure that 

the structure designed have dynamic properties which are suitable compared to the dynamic loads 

present. To provide guidelines for designers on how to calculate and minimize vibrations in buildings 

and structures several standards have been established. These often refer to threshold values of natural 

frequencies of the staircases, which should be avoided to minimize effects of resonance. Some also 

contain maximum vibration tolerance limits.  

Major advances in numerical calculation and finite element modeling (FEM) have been made the last 

decades, but challenges in accurately representing dynamic behavior and response still exist [19]. The 

challenges mainly consists of uncertainties in boundary conditions, connections between structural 
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elements, material properties and the effects on non-structural elements. Another big question is how 

much of the adjacent structure need to be modeled in order to make the model sufficiently alike reality? 

It is of great importance to have reliable models that easily can be produced and used in analysis. If 

models are unreliable, it can either lead to an overestimation of the dynamic properties of the staircase 

which can lead to vibration problems in the real structure, or it can lead to an underestimation which 

require the designer to take ‘unnecessary’ countermeasures and perform more calculations in order to 

comply with regulations. To improve cost-effectiveness and reliability of models this master thesis will 

investigate; what is the effect of different modeling choices when constructing a model of a staircase, 

how should different dynamic loads be formulated?  

 

1.2  Aim and Purpose  

The aim of this master thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of how to produce finite element models 

of staircases, which are reliable with respect to dynamic behavior. It especially focuses on the choices 

of boundary conditions and connections between elements and how much of the adjacent structure that 

should be included. The effect of different load formulations are also studied, both for impulse loads 

and ascending and descending loads. A summary of current regulations and standards is also conducted 

together with a review of how/what previous research have concluded from studying dynamic loads and 

responses of staircases.  

 

1.3  Methods  

To form a basis for the case study a comprehensive literature survey have been conducted. Standards, 

regulations, and research have been reviewed to find out how people are affected by vibrations, which 

vibrations are percepted as most uncomfortable, which dynamic loads are staircases subjected to and 

how can these be described. Vibration tolerance limits, analysis procedures and modeling choices, are 

compared. The survey have not been limited to only Swedish or European standards but these are also 

compared to standards form other countries and research.   

The main part of this master thesis is a case study of two staircases that have recently been built at SEB’s 

new head office in Solna. The case studies consist of finite element models of the staircases and 

measurements of the dynamic response of the staircases under human introduced loads, serving as a 

reference for the finite element models.  

Measurements will be performed on the two staircases. The measurement will include multiple 

accelerometers on the stairs, as well as accelerometers on the floors above and below. The accelerations 

obtained will be used to calculate the natural frequencies and the dynamic behavior, as well as 

determining if vibrations dissipate into the connecting structures. Two different measurement set-ups 

are used for each staircase. In the first set-up, the measurements will be concentrated on the staircase 

itself. While in the second set-up, accelerometers will be placed on the adjacent floors as well. Two 

different measurement set-ups is necessary, since the number of degrees of freedom that can be 

measured in one set-up is limited. The staircase will be excited with loads consistent with people walking 

or running, as well as impulse loads. 

The finite element models of both staircases are made with the FE-software Brigade Plus. Different 

modeling choices are tested as the analyses proceeds. The models will use different connections, include 

different amount of the adjacent structure, and have different boundary conditions for the adjacent 

structure. The results obtained from the finite element models will be analyzed and compared to the 

results obtained in the measurements.  
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1.4  Limitations   

This master thesis is conducted during one semester and is thus limited in its extent. The case study 

includes two steel staircases of different design. The measurements are limited to a few points on the 

staircase and adjacent floor, due to limitation in the measurement equipment and the time the 

measurements could be performed. The number of analyses conducted with the finite element models 

have been limited to those considered to be most relevant.  

 

1.5  Outline 

This report is the documentation conducted as a part of the master thesis performed by the author. The 

report is divided into five chapters.  

Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Introduces the problem that forms the basis for this master thesis and describes the conditions around 

the problem. States the purpose of the master thesis and the methods and limitations.   

Chapter 2 – Elementary dynamics 

Gives a brief introduction to the fundamental principles and terminology used in this report in order to 

provide the reader with some understanding of the phenomenon and problems discussed.  

Chapter 3 – Literature survey 

Contains a presentation of research that have been conducted about the subject. The chapter have been 

divided into sections to clarify different parts of the problem and how they are connected. Firstly the 

occurrence of vibrations and the human perception of vibrations are treated. Then loads caused by 

human excitation and the dynamic response of staircases is described. Finally aspects of finite element 

modeling of staircases under dynamic loads are discussed.   

Chapter 4 – Measurements 

Describes the preparations, performance and analysis of the vibration measurements made. The 

preparations that precede the measurements are summarized and a description of the measurement 

procedure is provided. The signal analysis performed on the data is described and the results are 

presented with a discussion. 

Chapter 5 – Finite element model 

Describes the assumptions and modeling choices made for the finite element models of the staircases. 

Presents the results obtained from the finite element models and compares these to the results obtained 

from the measurements and the results achieved in the pre-measurement analysis.   

Chapter 6 – Discussion and conclusion 

Discusses and compares the results obtained from the measurement and the finite element models. 

Presents some conclusions and recommendations about FEM of staircase with respect to dynamics.  

Appendix 

Contains results from the measurements that are considered interesting but too lengthy to be 

accommodated in the main text. The Matlab-code used for the signal analysis is also presented.  
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Chapter 2  

Elementary dynamics  

2.1  Summary 

All structures can be seen as dynamic systems with masses, springs, and dampers, connected to each 

other. Depending on the number of masses and springs, and the way they are connected, the system can 

move in different directions, and thus has different number of degrees of freedom. Dynamic systems are 

subjected to dynamic loads, which can be of different types and magnitude. A system with many degrees 

of freedom and complex loads is hard to analyze. A staircase is one example of a dynamic system.  

The natural frequency of a dynamic system is the frequency at which it will oscillate freely, if displaced 

from its equilibrium. If the frequency of a load coincides with the natural frequency of a structure, 

resonance can occur. At resonance the vibrations will amplify, only constrained by the level of damping 

in the structure. This is the worst case for user comfort and structural stability.     

 

2.2  Dynamic systems 

A dynamic system can be idealized as masses connected with springs and dampers. Depending on how 

complex the system is and the purpose of the idealization, the masses can be connected with several 

springs and dampers with different stiffness [5]. Depending on the number of masses, springs and 

dampers, the degree of freedom for a system can be determined. The simplest imaginable system is a 

single degree of freedom (SDOF) system. It consists of one mass connected with one spring and one 

damper. An example of a SDOF is displayed in figure 2.1. The SDOF system only moves in one 

direction and only one coordinate, e.g. u, is thus needed to describe the motion of the system.  

 

 
Figure 2.1. Single degree of freedom system [4].  
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If the dynamic system is subjected to a dynamic load or a displacement the masses in the system will 

start to move, but the movements will be impeded by the springs and dampers. By using Newton’s 

second law ( 𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 ) and Hook’s law ( 𝐹 = 𝑘𝑢 ) on the SDOF-system equation 2.1 can be obtained 

[4]. Equation 2.1 is called the equation of motion. The equation of motion defines the way in which the 

dynamic system is moving and thus provides a way of analyzing the displacement time histories of a 

given structure subjected to a given time varying load.  

 

𝑝(𝑡) − 𝑘𝑢 − 𝑐�̇� = 𝑚�̈�   Equation 2.1 

where,  

𝑝(𝑡) is a dynamic load as a function of time 

𝑘 is the stiffness of the spring [N/m] 

𝑐 is the damping [Ns/m] 

𝑚 is the mass [kg] 

𝑢 is the displacement [m], called 𝑑(𝑡) in figure 2.1. 

�̇� is the velocity [m/s] 

 �̈� is the acceleration [m/s2] 

 

A dynamic system that consists of multiple masses connected to each other, and thus has movements in 

multiple directions, is called a multi degree of freedom (MDOF) system [4]. A simple example of a 

MDOF system is displayed in figure 2.2. Since this system consists of multiple masses, dampers and 

springs the equation of motion will be a system of equations, which can be written as an equation of 

matrixes as in equation 2.2. Were 𝑴, 𝑪, and 𝑲 are matrixes and 𝒖, �̇�, �̈� and 𝑷(𝒕) are vectors.  

 

𝑴�̈� + 𝑪�̇� + 𝑲𝒖 = 𝑷(𝒕)   Equation 2.2 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Example of a simple multi degree of freedom system [4]. 

 

The equation of motion for a MDOF system can be arbitrary large, non-linear or contain a non-simple 

variation of the force, 𝑷(𝒕). If any of these criteria are fulfilled it is very hard to solve the equation of 

motion analytically. Numerical methods that use time derivates for each time step have consequently 

been developed to solve the equations. Two examples of methods are Newmark’s methods and Central 

difference method. For large and complex systems finite element methods are also common. These are 
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Equation 2.3 

often implemented as computerized calculation programs, were a geometrical model of the structure 

with properties can be assembled and then analyzed.    

 

2.3  Natural frequency 

The natural frequency of a structure is the frequency at which a structure tends to oscillate freely, if 

displaced from its neutral position. A dynamic system has as many natural frequencies as it has degrees 

of freedom. In reality, a structure cannot be divided into a specific number of DOF but the dynamic 

system and number of DOFs is only an idealization of the structure, depending on the purpose of the 

analysis. When analyzing a slender lightweight staircase, the lower natural frequencies are the most 

important for user comfort and the analyses made later in the report are thus focused on these [2]. For a 

SDOF-system the natural frequency can be calculated with equation 2.3 to 2.5 [5].  

 

𝜔𝑛 =  √
𝑘

𝑚
 

𝑇𝑛 =
2𝜋

𝜔𝑛
 

𝑓𝑛 =  
1

𝑇𝑛
=  

𝜔𝑛

2𝜋
  

where,  

𝑓𝑛 is the natural (cyclic) frequency [Hz] 

𝑇𝑛 is the time for one oscillation, natural period [s] 

𝜔𝑛 is the natural circular frequency, angular velocity [rad/s] 

 

2.4  Mode shapes 

The shape that a structure is moving in at one of its natural frequencies is called a mode shape [5]. For 

a real case structure the mode shape can be hard to predict and contain movement in multiple directions. 

A simply supported beam often have mode shapes similar to sinusoidal waves with different numbers 

of peaks, as displayed in figure 2.3. Mode shapes can also be horizontal and rotational. How a structural 

part is connected to the adjacent structure affects the shape of the modes and the natural frequencies. 

Clamped structures often have less movements and higher frequencies then simply supported structures.     

 

Equation 2.4 

Equation 2.5 
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Figure 2.3. First, second and third vertical mode shapes of a simply supported beam [5]. 

 

2.5  Dynamic loads 

There are several different types of dynamic loads. The most common ones are harmonic, periodic, 

impact and random loading [4]. Harmonic loading can be caused by a rotating machine and periodic 

loading can be caused by people dancing in a fixed and synchronized pace. An impact loading is for 

example a person jumping from a height, and a random loading can be from people walking or running 

at different paces. Dynamic loadings can of course be of different magnitudes and have different 

duration. They can be forces or displacement applied to the structure. Some examples of force time 

histories of the different types of dynamic loading is displayed in figure 2.4. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Force time histories of different types of dynamic loading [4]. 

 

2.6  Damping 

If a structure is put into motion it will not oscillate forever, but the energy from the motion will dissipate 

into adjacent structures and internal friction, and the amplitude of the motion will reduce and eventually 

the motion will stop altogether. Energy dissipation can for example be because of friction in bearings, 

supports, joints or connections [4]. The level of damping depends on the vibration amplitude, frequency 

and mode shapes.    
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Damping is generally expressed as a damping ratio, 𝜉, of the critical damping. The critical damping is 

the smallest amount of damping that resets a structure to equilibrium without oscillations. A dynamic 

system with a damping smaller than the critical damping is called under-damped while a system with a 

damping larger than the critical value is called over-damped. How different damping ratios affect the 

oscillations of a dynamic system is displayed in figure 2.5. Most buildings and structural elements in 

buildings, including staircases, are under-damped and have a damping ratio lower than 10%.  

 

 
Figure 2.5. Oscillations of a dynamic system with different damping ratios [5]. 

 

For a SDOF system the damping ratio can be calculated with equation 2.6 [5]. But for more complex 

systems the exact level of damping is very hard to calculate. Since the mechanism behind damping is 

complicated and many different factors are contributing there is no exact mathematical expression for 

damping, but the values used in design are often based on empirical data from measurements.   

 

𝜉 =
𝑐

𝑐𝑐𝑟
=

𝑐

2𝑚𝜔𝑛
  

where,  

𝜉 is the damping coefficient 

𝑐𝑐𝑟 is the critical damping 

 

2.7  Resonance 

Dynamic loads with frequencies coinciding with the natural frequency of a structural member can cause 

resonance and comparatively large vibrations. Resonance is a phenomenon where the forced vibrations 

are amplified by the natural mode shapes [5]. For a dynamic system with zero damping, the amplitude 

of the vibrations can increase toward infinity, if resonance occurs. In reality there is always some 

damping present so the vibrations never get infinitely large, but they can become sufficiently large to 

cause un-comfort for humans, cracking, deformation, or fatigue problems. A multiple of the loading 

frequency should also be considered, if it coincides with any of the natural frequencies, since it can also 

cause effects of resonance.  

Resonance can be illustrated as a dynamic amplification factor, Rd. The dynamic amplification factor 

increases as the circular frequency of the load approaches the natural circular frequency of the structure 

or structural part. Figure 2.6 displays the dynamic amplification factor for three different levels of 

damping. 

Equation 2.6 
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Figure 2.6. The dynamic amplification factor as a function of the ratio between the natural circular 

frequency of the load and the structure [4].  

 

2.8  Dynamic response 

Different types of dynamic response are free vibrations, forced vibrations, transient vibrations and 

steady-state vibrations. Free vibrations occur when the structure oscillates freely with no external 

dynamic force or displacement acting on the structure [4]. When a dynamic load or displacement is 

applied on the structure forced vibrations arise. Transient vibrations appear as the load is applied to the 

structure, before the movements of the structure is synchronized with the frequency of the load. When 

the transient vibrations disappear, steady state vibrations remain. The response of a dynamic system is 

highly dependent on the damping.  

The dynamic movements of a structure, e.g. a staircase, can be measured in several different ways. 

Displacements, velocity, acceleration, stress and strain are all common options [1]. Acceleration is the 

most widely used measurement for vibrations, since many standards and recommendations give comfort 

criteria in form of accelerations and the measurement equipment is easy to use. But since the acceleration 

varies with time, which acceleration to use is not obvious. The largest acceleration, 𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, is a choice 

but does not give any indication of its duration. Another choice is instead, 𝑎𝑅𝑀𝑆, where RMS stands for 

root mean square and is calculated with equation 2.7 [8].  

 

𝑎𝑅𝑀𝑆 =  √ 
1

𝑇
 ∫ 𝑎(𝑡)2 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 

where,  

𝑎(𝑡) is the acceleration as a function of time 

𝑇 is the time period  

 

 

 

Equation 2.7 
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The time-acceleration histories can be analyzed with the running RMS method, [8] 

 

𝑎𝑤(𝑡0) =  {
1

𝜏
 ∫ [𝑎𝑤(𝑡)]2 𝑑𝑡

𝑡0

𝑡0−𝜏

}

1/2

 

where, 

 𝑎𝑤(𝑡) is the instantaneous frequency-weighted acceleration  

𝜏 is the integration time for running averaging, usually 1 second 

𝑡 is the time (integration variable) 

𝑡0 is the time of observation (instantaneous time) 

 

2.9  Signal analysis 

Recording movements of an existing structure subjected to a dynamic load can give us a great deal of 

information. Results from the recording can be used to determine the condition of the structure or 

compared with a model to validate its accuracy or improve it [28]. The recorded signal is a function of 

time.  

To mathematically describe signals Fourier series are often used. A Fourier series is a series of 

trigonometric functions. To analyze the signal further it can be desirable to translate the signal from time 

domain to frequency domain. With a signal plotted in the frequency domain it is easy to see which 

frequencies are dominating the oscillations. Sampled time records can be transformed to the frequency 

domain with a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) [28]. But for a signal to be reconstructed in frequency 

domain, the sampling rate must be higher than double the frequency of that signal. This is called the 

Nyquist sampling theorem. If we do not apply this theorem, high frequency components can cause 

distortion of the signal in frequency domain, and the result will be a faulty frequency spectrum.  

Interesting properties that can be calculated with signal analysis is except the RMS acceleration the 

damping ratio. The damping of a staircases can be calculated with logarithmic decrement and half-power 

bandwidth [5]. With logarithmic decrement the damping is calculated by comparing how much the 

displacement or accelerations have decreased between two peaks when the structure oscillates freely, 

see equation 2.9. If ζ is small, the last approximation in equation 2.9 can be made, and the damping ratio 

calculated easily.  

 

𝛿 =  (
1

𝑗
) 𝑙𝑛

𝑢𝑖

𝑢𝑖+𝑗 
=  

2𝜋𝜉

√1 − 𝜉2
 ≈ 2𝜋𝜉 

      

where, 

𝑢𝑖 is the displacement at peak i 

 

 

  

Equation 2.8 

Equation 2.9 
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For small damping ratios, the damping is calculated through half-power bandwidth in the frequency 

domain with equation 2.10.  

 

𝜉 =  
𝑓𝑏 − 𝑓𝑎

2𝑓𝑛
 

where, 

𝑓𝑛 is the natural or resonant frequency  

𝑓𝑎 and 𝑓𝑏 are frequencies on either side of the resonant frequency at which the amplitude is 1/√2 times 

the resonant amplitude 

 

An important thing to remember in signal analysis is that the quality of the analysis will depend greatly 

on the quality of the recording, e.g. the sampling rate and the measurement time.     

Equation 2.10 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Survey 

Modern architecture and development of high strength materials has introduced new problems into the 

design of staircases. Slender lightweight steel staircases with unusual shapes and longer spans are more 

sensitive to dynamic loading then heavier reinforced concrete staircases [2,16]. The lower stiffness to 

mass ratio typically produces a lower natural frequency, compared to traditional staircases, and results 

in a more dynamically responsive structure. Serviceability vibration criterion are therefore more and 

more often becoming governing in design, and the need for knowledge of the dynamic behavior of 

staircases and the dynamic loads applied to them is increasing.  

 

3.1  Occurrence and Perception of Vibrations  

 

3.1.1  Summary  

Vibrations in structures arise both due to internal and external dynamic sources [1]. The characteristics, 

frequency and magnitude of the source influences the vibrations and their effects. The inertia, stiffness, 

mass and geometry of the structure also have great impact on the vibrations and how they propagate 

through the structure. The most problematic vibrations in staircases is caused by humans ascending or 

descending, and the criterions governing the vibration level are usually due to human perception. It is 

with this in mind designers create FE-models. Because ultimately loads on staircases caused by humans 

and vibration criterion set by human comfort need to be pronounced in order for design to be 

standardized.   

The magnitude of perceptible vibrations are naturally not completely agreed on in research. The 

difference can be due to variances in the experimental performance, such as the time period and 

excitation point, but also a natural variation between individuals. The human body is most sensitive to 

vibrations in the range 4 to 8 Hz but all vibrations in the range between 0,5 to 80 Hz can be considered 

interesting [8].  

 

3.1.2  Vibrations  

Vibrations in structures arise when dynamic forces, displacements or movements is applied to a part of 

the structure. The magnitude of the vibrations of course depends on the magnitude of the dynamic force, 

displacement or movement, but also on the inertia, stiffness and mass of the material and the geometry 

of the structure [1]. When a force or displacement is said to be dynamic, its magnitude varies with time. 

The time period interesting for applications in this thesis can be presented in seconds. When evaluating 

vibrations in buildings and staircases, the characteristics of the vibration source, the transmission path 

and the receiver have to be taken into account. The vibration source creates the dynamic forces on the 

structure. The structure or structural parts between the source and the receiver constitutes the 

transmission path. The receiver is the person or equipment for which the service criteria are formulated.  
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Dynamic vibration sources can be internal, caused by something inside the building, or external, caused 

by something outside the building [1]. Internal vibration sources include human excitation and rotating, 

impact or moving machinery. External sources include construction activities (piling, blasting), road 

and rail traffic, and wind. In the transmission path the vibrations from the source will be modified due 

to material damping, spreading of the vibrations, friction or resonance in certain frequency ranges. The 

most problematic vibrations in staircases come from humans walking. This is because vibrations arise 

regularly and in all spaces of a building [8]. The tolerance level of these regular vibrations is therefore 

low.  

In the interest of simplifying and clarifying design of modern staircases the task can be divided into 

three separate problems [3]. Firstly, the load applied on the staircase need to be clearly defined. 

Secondly, the loading effect from groups needs to be quantified. Thirdly, acceptable levels of vibrations 

need to be determined. This literature survey aims to summarize the current research about these three 

problems.  

 

3.1.3  Human perception of vibration 

The response of the human body to vibrations is very complex [32]. Different types and level of motions 

can cause stress, tension and discomfort in the human body. Many factors influences the susceptibility 

of vibrations. The acceptable amount of whole-body vibration for a person thus depends on several 

aspects [1]. Some direct aspects are the frequency, magnitude, duration variability, acceleration and 

direction. The tolerance level also depends on the environment in which the human is in, and type of 

activity the human is performing. This is called intra-subject variability [7]. A person driving a car is 

for example expecting a certain amount of vibrations and is therefore not disturbed or alarmed by this 

amount. However, if he would receive the same nominal amount of vibrations lying in his bed one night, 

this would likely disturb him and might even alarm him.  Different people are also variously sensitive 

to whole-body vibrations, which is called inter-subject variability.   

The frequency dependency is due to the natural frequency of the human body. Different organs and body 

parts have different natural frequencies, as displayed in figure 3.1 [7]. The variation in frequency is due 

to weight, height, and fitness shape [32]. The natural frequency can also depend on the muscle tension, 

usually yielding higher frequencies when tense. The lowest frequencies are perceived by receptors in 

the skin. Frequencies between 0,1 and 0,5 Hz can cause motion sickness. Resonance in the human body 

causes maximum displacement between organs and the skeletal structure. The amount of vibration that 

is transmitted through the body, from the excitation point (feet), to the abdomen or head is also relevant.  

Research have shown that humans are most sensitive to vibrations in the range of 4 to 8 Hz [1, 7]. The 

explanation to this is that the natural frequency of the main internal organs is in the range of 4 to 8 Hz 

and resonance of these body parts is perceived to be most uncomfortable. The hole-body natural 

frequency is however higher according to research by Randall et. al. (1997), Griffin (1990) and Ji (1995). 

The study by Randall et. al. contains 113 males and females. Measurement of the hole-body natural 

frequency ranges from 9,1 Hz to 15,7 Hz. It shows a mean of 12,3 Hz and a standard deviation of 1,4 

Hz. The relatively large variation is due to a big variety in body shape between people.  
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Figure 3.1. Natural frequency for human body parts [7]. 

 

The duration of vibrations is in ISO 10137 divided into continuous vibration, with a duration of more 

than 30 minutes per 24 hour, intermittent vibrations, with more than 10 events per 24 hours, and 

impulsive vibration [1]. Much higher RMS acceleration values are generally allowed for impulsive 

vibrations compared to continuous and intermittent vibrations. ISO 2631-1 defines the coordinate 

system for different human postures, figure 3.2, and provide a guidance in the frequency range 0,5 Hz 

to 80 Hz, which is considered to be relevant [8].   

 
Figure 3.2. Base axis for the human body according to ISO 2631-1 [8].  
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An overview of the research that had been carried out to date, was performed by A. Pavic and P. 

Reynolds (2000) were they present a vibration perception threshold of only 0,03%g (0,00295 m/s2) for 

frequencies lower than 10 Hz [7]. For frequencies between 10 and 30 Hz the peak acceleration for human 

perception was compiled to be about 0,1%g (0,01 m/s2). Griffin (1990) characterizes a RMS acceleration 

of 0,005 m/s2 (0,05%g) for frequencies between 4 and 8 Hz as about the threshold of human perception 

of vibrations [33]. The ISO 2631-1 and BS 6472-1 standards gives us much higher values for peak 

acceleration of detectable vibrations. They claim that the median perception threshold is approximately 

0,015 m/s2, with interquartile extend from 0,01 m/s2 to 0,02 m/s2 [8, 24]. The difference perception 

threshold can be due to variances in the experimental performance, such as the exposure time period 

and excitation point, but also a natural variation between humans.   

Long-term exposure to high-intensity whole-body vibrations are, according to biodynamic research and 

epidemiological studies, likely to cause an elevated risk for health impairment [8]. The nervous system 

and lumbar spine is thought to mainly be affected but it is discussed if/how much factors like body 

posture and low temperature affect. Several laboratory studies have also shown that the RMS method of 

assessing vibrations underestimates the health effects for vibrations with substantial peaks [8].   

 

3.2  Loading cases on staircases 

 

3.2.1  Summary  

The main loads that cause vibrations in staircases are human introduced footfall loading. Staircases are 

of course also subjected to static loads from self-weight and restraints, but these do not cause any 

dynamic movements. Human introduced footfall loading on staircases are however not clearly defined 

in standards and data from walking on horizontal surfaces have proven to be highly inappropriate to use 

as loading cases for ascends and descends of staircases [2,3,26].    

Research performed have agreed on that the footfall load on staircases can be significantly higher and 

of different frequency compared to footfall loads created by walking on flat surfaces [2,3,6]. Descent of 

a staircase can cause loads with a frequency as high as 4,5 Hz, where normal cases are around 3 to 4 Hz. 

Compared to this, normal frequencies introduced by walking on the flat are 1.5 to 2 Hz. The force-time 

function created by ascending or descending can be described mathematically with a Fourier series.  

Dynamic load from a group of people ascending or descending a slender staircase can have considerable 

effect on the dynamic response [18]. Research suggest that the group loading effect is bigger on 

staircases then on the flat. This is because the geometry of the staircase limits the stride length and thus 

forces people that walk with the same velocity to have the same step frequency. A group of people also 

changes the dynamic properties of a staircase.   

    

3.2.2  Loads by single human excitation 

The footfall loading is the time-force history produced by a human taking a step, displayed in figure 3.3. 

The beginning of a footfall load cycle occurs at heel stride (A) and continues with the person applying 

her weight and an inertial component due to momentum (B) [3,26]. Then the knee is bent and the 

opposite leg swung forward and the weight shifted to the other foot (C). Finally the person pushes off 

(D) and lifts the foot (E). By assuming that the footfall loading is the same for both the left and the right 

foot, and for every step a continuous time history function can be created by overlapping the footfall 

load with an appropriate period and adding multiple force functions after each other, as displayed in 

figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.3. Force of step cycle [3]. 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Summing the individual trace to form a continuous trace [26].  

 

When walking on a flat surface the above described footfall load cycle occurs with every step, regardless 

of the step frequency. However, for ascending or descending stairs the shape and magnitude of the cycle 

depends on the step frequency [26]. Since the geometry of the staircase will limit the stride length the 

only way to alter the speed is to change the step frequency. For ascending and descending at a slow or 

reasonable pace of around 2 Hz the footfall load cycle is the same as for walking on flat surfaces [3]. 

But as the step frequency approaches 3,3 Hz a subject typically runs up the stairs so fast that the heel 

never strikes the surface. Hence the footfall load cycle only includes toe strike and toe push off, which 

can be seen in figure 3.5. The force-time history for a footfall with a high step frequency is different in 

shape and magnitude for ascending and descending. This entails a difference in the harmonic 

components in the signal.  
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Figure 3.5. Typical traces for fast ascent and descent [26]. 

 

Defining one or a set of ‘normal’ ways to ascend or descend a stair have found not to be easy [26]. Since 

the stride length is limited the subject might choose to increase the step frequency in order to retain the 

speed, or the subject chooses to maintain the step frequency. The subject may also decide to take two or 

more steps at a time which lowers the step frequency but increases the load at each individual step. This 

partially explains the lack of good mathematical load models of footfall loads that can be used in 

computerized calculations or models 

From an experiment performed by Kerr and Bishop (2001) with over 500 individual traces recorded 

from 25 different people, the most comfortable pace to walk up a stairs was determined to approximately 

2 Hz and the most comfortable pace to run up a stairs to approximately 3,3 Hz [3]. Characteristic force-

time histories for ascending a stair at three different step frequencies are displayed in figure 3.6. 

Depending on the step frequency at which the subject ascended the stairs the harmonics varied widely. 

The experiment was performed with both an inclination of 22o and 28o of the staircase. The general 

shapes of the three force-time-histories did not change with the change in stair inclination, but did 

change in amplitude.  
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Figure 3.6. Single footfall traces for stair ascent at various footfall rates [26].  

 

Typical force-time histories for descending are slightly different from ascending. The amplitude were 

generally a little higher for descending and the duration slightly shorter. Characteristic force-time 

histories for ascending a stair at three different step frequencies are displayed in figure 3.7. The 

difference between waking and running when descending and which paces that were comfortable were 

less pronounced among the subjects in the experiment by Kerr and Bishop (2001). Typically all step 

frequencies below 4 Hz felt comfortable.  

 
Figure 3.7. Single footfall traces for descent at various footfall rates [26]. 

 

A dynamic load can cause a kind of resonance at twice or three times the frequency of the load, this is 

called the second and third harmonics of the load. An increase of the response can be expected when an 

harmonic of a footfall rate coincide with the natural frequency of a staircase [2,26]. In the experiments 
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performed by Kerr et al. (1995) the amplitude created by ascending at 2,0 Hz is compared to walking 

on a flat surface at 1.95 Hz [26]. The amplitude created by ascending was larger for the first harmonic, 

about three times as large for the second harmonic and twice as large for the third harmonic compared 

to walking on a flat surface, as presented in table 3.1. This could lead to serious vibration problems if 

the natural frequency of the staircase is lower than 10 Hz and the 2nd or 3rd harmonic thus can cause 

resonance with the first natural frequency of the staircase. For descends the harmonic values where 

generally even higher than for ascends. This is due to that the footfall loading form much sharper peaks 

at descent because of the angle the leg makes to the step. When ascending a stair the force is applied a 

little bit slower since knee goes from bent, pushing the whole body up-wards, and end up straight as the 

next step is taken. Mainly interesting is the comparison in magnitude of the second and third harmonic 

presented in table 3.1, since these potentially can coincide with the lowest natural frequency of the 

staircase. Measurements performed by Alcock and Lander (1987) supports these findings.  

 

Table 3.1. Amplitude of harmonics for loads. 

 Amplitude of harmonics (as % of static weight) 

Activity 1st harmonic 2nd harmonic 3rd harmonic 4th harmonic 

Walking on flat at 1,95 Hz  [3] 0,35 0,05 0,04 0 

Ascending at 3,3 Hz  [3] 0,92 0,10 0,04 0 

Ascending at 3,3 Hz  [2] 1,51 0,13 0,20 0,12 

Descending at 3,8 Hz  [2] 1,00 0,31 0,23 0,11 

Descending at 4,3 Hz  [3]  0,88 0,18 0,07 0 

 

Load cases where a person is taking 2 or 3 steps at a time does introduce higher loads, but the frequency 

will be lower [2]. These cases occur less frequently and are unlikely to be relevant in group loading 

considerations.  

To describe the load introduced by a subject on a staircase the continuous force model can be used. The 

continuous force model expresses the force time history function created from walking or running 

mathematically as a Fourier series, equation 3.1 [1,3]. In order to describe the load in this way one have 

to make the assumption that the same footfall load is produced with every step.  

 

𝐹v(𝑡) = 𝑄 (1 +  ∑ 𝛼𝑛,v sin(2𝜋𝑛𝑓𝑡 +  𝜙𝑛,v)

𝑘𝑓

𝑛=1

) 

where, 

𝛼𝑛,v is a numerical coefficient corresponding to the n:th harmonic in the vertical direction 

𝑄 is the static load of a person 

𝑓 is the frequency of the loading 

𝜙𝑛,v is the phase angle of the n:th harmonic in the vertical direction 

𝑛 is the integer designating harmonics of the fundamental 

𝑘𝑓 is the number of harmonics that characterize the forcing function in the frequency range of interest 

 

Equation 3.1 
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Except the continuous force model, mentioned above (using Fourier series), there exist other methods 

to describe the footfall load induced by humans [17]. The Stiffness-frequency model, used in AISC, and 

the effective impulsive model, used in SCI P354. Kim et al. (2016) considers these two models 

unsatisfactory to use for loads on staircases since they are based upon measurements of walking on flat 

surfaces with a pace of 1.8 to 2.5 Hz. He argues that both methods largely overestimate the accelerations 

as the pace frequency becomes higher.  

 

3.2.3  Group effects 

The effect of multi-person loading on staircases have not been thoroughly investigated in research [18]. 

However, a multi-impact effect has been established. In addition to applying load on the staircase, people 

also add mass and damping to the structure. If not considering the mass and damping effect on the 

staircase together with the footfall loading, the vibration amplitudes are likely to be overestimated. The 

first challenge is to establish a correct characterization of the dynamic loads produced by a group of 

people on staircases. The second challenge is to evaluate the influence of people on the dynamic 

properties of the structure, this is further discussed in section 3.3.  

The enhancement due to group effects can be significant on a busy/crowded stair. All persons are forced 

to ascend/descent at the same pace as the person in front. The applied footfalls will therefore be at the 

same pace since the step length/height and speed is the same, increasing the group effect. On flat surfaces 

it is possible to walk with different footfall paces and still with the same velocity since the step length 

is not limited. 

Bishop et al (1995) performs a test with 27 people evenly distributed over a staircase [2]. The crowd 

response measured was up to three times the equivalent of a single person response. This is consistent 

with Monte Carlo simulations performed for the same article, where a single force time history produced 

by one subject is used as raw data. The result of the simulations for group loading is presented as a 

probability density function in figure 3.8. Groups of 9, 18 and 27 people have been simulated with 

randomly distributed phase lag between subjects. For a larger group the probability of subjects having 

the same phase lag is smaller than for a small group. Consequently, the response will not double if the 

number of subjects on the staircase doubles. Larger groups also affect the dynamic properties of the 

staircase which is discussed further in section 3.3.2. Experiments by Bishop et al (1995) also show that 

magnified response due to crowed loading reduces as the footfall rate reduces and becomes negligible 

at around 2,5 footfalls per second.  
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Figure 3.8. Modal force enhancement factor for multi-person excitation [2]. 

 

When ascending or descending a staircase the stride length is limited by the geometry of the stair. For a 

crowded stair this can lead to coherence in the footfall rates [26]. To investigate the effect of coherent 

footfall rates Kerr have performed Monte Carlo simulations of footfall loads walking with different 

phase shift and footfall rates on stairs. As a basis for these simulations is raw data from staircase testing 

experiments.   

The usual case for most stairs will be one or a few people walking at the same time, allowing them to 

walk in different paces and with different phase shifts [26]. This creates several different force time 

histories. But a more severe case arises when the stair is crowded, forcing the subjects to walk in with 

the same footfall rate and little phase shift. Several different Monte Carlo simulation are therefore 

performed for different cases. The first simulation mimics groups of subjects ascending or descending 

with the different footfall rates, varying with approximately 0,25 Hz per trace and with randomly 

distributed phase shifts between 0 and 2π. The second simulation mimics groups of subjects walking 

with closely spaced paces around, randomly varying with maximum 10% and with a phase shift varying 

between 0 and 2π or 0 and π. The third Monte Carlo simulation concerns groups of subjects ascending 

and descending with the same footfall rate but with a random phase shift between 0 and 2π or 0 and π.  

To normalize the results into a group amplification factor the first harmonic value was divided by the 

average first harmonic value of the individual subject traces. The simulations were run one million times 

per group and finally converted into a probability density function.  

From the first Monte Carlo simulation Kerr concludes that there is no group amplification effects on the 

staircase if the footfall rates are widely spaced, at least 0,25 Hz apart [26]. The second and third 

simulation does however suggest a significant amplification effect if footfall rate and phase shift is 

coherent. The question then becomes, how much coherence occur in reality? Observations conducted 

by Kerr in the London underground suggests that for smaller groups, up to approximately 9 people, it is 

reasonable that the phase shifts vary between 0 and π. But for larger groups there is less coherence and 

the phase shift vary between 0 and 2π. The same observations showed that people tend to walk at the 

same footfall rate as a person in front when ascending or descending a stair.   

The second and third Monte Carlo simulations shows that the phase shift have a very significant impact 

in the enhancement factor [26]. Kerr concludes that the phase shift is significant for the load and must 
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be taken into account. The enhancement factor for the group of 9 individual traces is the same as the 

group of 9 using the same footfall trace. This suggests that the selection of a trace from a single subject 

is an accurate simplification.  

In addition to the three Monte Carlo simulations mentioned above Kerr (1998) also performs a similar 

simulation to Bishop (1995) to validate his programs [26, 2]. For this simulation raw data was retrieved 

from a single trace were a subjects is descending at 2,1 Hz. The result is displayed in table 3.2 and 3.3 

together with Bishops results. Kerr reasons that the difference in distribution achieved by Bishop and 

by himself is due to that the subjects in Bishops simulations are more equally distributed over the stair 

and to the number of simulations used to define the probability density curves, one million in Kerr’s 

case and much fewer in Bishop’s case.  

 

Table 3.2. Group enhancement factor, most likely according to probability density functions [2, 26].    

Group size Bishop Kerr, 

descending 

at 2,1 Hz 

Kerr, closely 

spaced rates 

phase shift 2π 

Kerr, closely 

spaced rates 

phase shift π 

Kerr, same 

rate phase 

shift 2π 

Kerr, same 

rate phase 

shift π 

4 people     1,6 3,0 

9 people  1,8 2,2 ≈ 2 ≈ 3 2,2 6,0 

18 people 2,2 2,8     

27 people 3,1 3,8   4,0  

 

Table 3.3. Group enhancement function, 95% fractile [26].  

Group 

size 

Kerr, 

descending 

at 2,1 Hz 

Kerr, same 

rate phase 

shift 2π 

Kerr, same 

rate phase 

shift π 

4 people  3,5 3,8 

9 people 5 5,5 7,5 

18 people 7   

27 people 8,5   

 

 

If we couple the results in section 3.2.2, of forces up to 3 times the body weight for a single subject 

ascending or descending a stair fast, with the findings on group enhancement factors presented in this 

section it is hardly surprising that modern flexible staircases are experiencing problems due to human 

induced forces. If the designer have reasons to assume that groups descending or ascending the staircase 

have good coherence in phase shift an enhancement factor of up to 6 can be used with the single person 

loading. But as previously mentioned a group of people will also add damping to the structure, limiting 

the group effect.  

 

3.2.4  Impact loading  

Another loading case that stairs can be subjected to is impact loading from a person jumping from a 

height, for example from a step to the next. ISO 10137 presents how this load should be modeled as a 

force time history, depending on the height the jump occurs from, presented in figure 3.9. Where 1 is 

the normalized peak force and 2 is the pulse duration, 𝑡𝑑. When modeling a jump from 0,20 m the 

normalized peak force is 8 (times the body weight) and the pulse duration td = 0,05 s.   
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Figure 3.9. Force variation as function of time for impulse from one person according to ISO 10137 

[1]. 

 

3.3  Dynamic response  

 

3.3.1  Summary 

The vibration behavior of a structure is influenced by many factors. Some of the most important are 

mass, damping ratio and the load frequency [38]. A group of subjects ascending or descending a staircase 

does not just apply a dynamic load, but changes the dynamic properties of the staircase by adding mass 

and damping. The effect have been measured in several studies but is hard to calculate or incorporate in 

a model. It is clear that subjects ascending or descending cannot be incorporated just as mass, because 

they also add a significant damping. The damping added partially cancels out the effect of several 

subjects applying load on the staircase with the same frequency.  

 

3.3.2  Dynamic response of human-staircases interaction 

People using a staircase influences the stair in multiple ways. The common way to consider humans 

have been as an added force, usually varying with time. But the presence of people also effect the 

dynamic properties and responses of staircases [37]. Using dynamic properties of an empty staircase can 

lead to inaccurate vibration amplitudes when estimating the structural response of loading from a group 

of people [18]. The effect of people also increase with the amplitude of vibration. At single human 

excitation the effect of a human body is however much smaller. As presented in chapter 3.1.3. the 

dynamic properties of the human body is complex, and can thus not easily be incorporated in a model.  

Slender monumental staircases often have their first natural frequency below 10 Hz [22]. The third or 

fourth harmonic of a human introduced load are thus not unlikely to be at resonance with the first natural 

frequency. For a single span stair the first mode is moreover likely to be vertical and susceptible to step-

type excitation [2]. The response of a staircase can be estimated conservatively by assuming that a steady 

state resonance is achieved for natural frequencies within the frequency range of significant harmonic 

excitation. This is however unlikely, but can be useful to use together with a reduction factor. For a full 

steady state response to be developed the person walking and the person perceiving the resulting 

acceleration must be at the location of maximum modal displacement continuously [38].  
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To somehow incorporate these effects multiple models, mostly SDOF- and 2-DOF, have been proposed 

in research to approximate the influence of a human body on a staircase [37]. Some studies have shown 

that only the effects of the first mode on the structure is significant and a SDOF-model therefore should 

be sufficient. The models are given a natural frequency and modal damping for each of the DOFs. A 

study referred to by Setareh and Gan (2016) concluded that mean values of human dynamic properties 

cannot be used for all cases to represent the human-structure dynamic interactions, due to the scatter of 

dynamic properties of the human body. This is supported by Randall et. al. (1997) [32].  

Setareh and Gan (2016) sets up a test on a two story steel structure excited by a electrodynamic shaker 

using a frequency bandwidth of 3 to 20 Hz [37]. Five different cases are tested for Frequency Response 

Function (FRF). The first case measures the response of the structure alone. For the second, third and 

fourth case subjects are placed on the floor sitting on chairs, standing erect and standing with knees bent, 

respectively. For the fifth case concrete blocks weighing the same as each individual are placed at the 

subjects locations. The group size is varied between 4 and 41 subjects. The results are presented in figure 

3.10 and clearly shows that the human body cannot be considered as a mass or a force, but interacts 

dynamically with the structure.  

 

 
Figure 3.10. Comparison of Frequency Response Function without people and with people in different 

postures and equivalent concrete blocks [37]. 

 

3.3.3  Damping 

The dynamic properties of the structure itself can be modified by people standing on the structure [31]. 

The damping can for example increase. But it is hard to incorporate this effect in a model. A numerical 

study by Cappellini et al. (2016) showed that the effect of people increased with the amplitude of 

vibration [18]. Damping has a significant effect on accelerations but it can usually not be calculated or 

predicted reliably. The best way to establish damping is by measurements, but experience with similar 

structures and damping data can also be appropriate [1]. Recommendations in standards put the damping 

ratio of a slender steel staircase to between 0,5% and 2% [22, 38]. 

Damping is affected by the materials employed, construction details, support condition, and 

nonstructural components. The damping is often amplitude and frequency dependent. Consequently, 

damping influences the dynamic response, especially the near resonant dynamic response is greatly 

influenced [19]. The relationship between acceleration is approximately linear, so if the damping 
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doubles form 1% to 2% the accelerations are expected to half [38]. In the measurement performed by 

Bishop et. al. (1995) the natural frequencies of a staircase was virtually unchanged when a group of 27 

people were distributed over the stair [2]. Measurements of the response of multi-person excitation 

arrives at the conclusion that the natural frequencies are virtually unchanged compared to an unloaded 

staircase, but the damping of the staircase increased from 2.2% to around 6%.The group effect of people 

moving slowly is negligible. This is argued to be because of the increase in damping provided by 

presence of people cancels the group loading effect, which is smaller at lower paces [36].    

 

3.4  Recommendations for Vibration Criteria and Load Models  

 

3.4.1  Summary  

Real case vibrations occur in several directions, contains many frequencies and changes over time. It 

can therefore be hard to determine a vibration acceleration limit or the amount of vibration exposure 

that is acceptable. The Eurocodes and the old Swedish standard BKR provides general guidelines for 

how vibration limits should be made and what aspects that is important to consider but does not quantify 

any limits for vibrations. Instead the Eurocodes refer to the ISO 10137 standard which specifically 

addresses the problem of vibrations in structures.  

ISO 10137 considers vibrations levels limited by comfort and performance whilst ISO 2631-1 and 2631-

2 also aims to incorporate the long-term health effect of vibrations. ISO 10137 contain quantified 

acceleration limits presented as base curves and multiplying factors for different buildings and 

occasions. ISO 2631-1 and 2631-2 have a slightly different approach were the vibration accelerations 

are divided by frequency and multiplied with a frequency weighting factor and compared to a limiting 

value.  

ISO 2631-1 indicates the principal factors for determining a limit for the amount of vibration and defines 

methods for the measurement of periodic, random and transient whole-body vibrations [8]. What the 

standards say about performance of measurements and analysis is further stated in chapter 5.1.  

 

3.4.2  The Eurocodes 

The Eurocodes are the operative legal framework for structural design in Sweden. SS-EN 1990, Basis 

of structural design, considers limit demands for oscillations and vibrations in buildings while SS-EN 

1991-1-1, Actions on structures – Part 1-1: General actions – densities, self-weight, imposed loads for 

buildings, considers dynamic loads on and in buildings [10,12]. Vibrations that cause discomfort to 

people using the building or limit the functional effectiveness of the structure are classified under the 

serviceability limit state (SLS) [10]. Other Eurocodes, e.g. for concrete or steel, refer to EN-SS 1990 

and EN-SS 1991-1-1 when designing for dynamic actions caused by humans.  

SS-EN 1990 states that a dynamic analysis of the structural system should be performed if dynamic 

actions can be assumed to cause significant acceleration of the structure, or if the first natural frequency 

of vibration of the structure is lower than a certain threshold value. These threshold values depend on 

the function of the structure and the source of vibration, i.e. the dynamic loads present. The dynamic 

analysis should establish that the structure achieves satisfactory vibration behavior with regard to user 

comfort and structural resistance. Resistance checks includes that structural members should not be 

damaged or crack un-proportionally. Some minimum demands on the quality and content of the dynamic 

analysis are listed in the Eurocode SS-EN 1990 [10].  
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Actions that should be included in the dynamic analysis are walking, jumping and rhythmical 

movements of people, wind and traffic [12]. Dynamic actions that can be included are however not 

limited to only these. Dynamic actions can, for an initial analysis, be described with the characteristic 

value of the action times a dynamic magnification factor.  

Eurocode SS-EN 1990 does not contain explicit comfort criteria for buildings, or staircases, in terms of 

maximum magnitude or persistence of vibrations. The serviceability limit state should however ensure 

that vibrations in the structure does not cause un-comfort for the user. The criteria are stated as followed 

[10]: 

 

A1.4.4 Vibrations 

(1) To achieve satisfactory vibration behaviour of buildings and their structural members 

under serviceability conditions, the following aspects, amongst others, should be 

considered : 

a) the comfort of the user; 

b) the functioning of the structure or its structural members (e.g. cracks in partitions, 

damage to cladding, sensitivity of building contents to vibrations). 

Other aspects should be considered for each project and agreed with the client. 

(2) For the serviceability limit state of a structure or a structural member not to be 

exceeded when subjected to vibrations, the natural frequency of vibrations of the 

structure or structural member should be kept above appropriate values which depend 

upon the function of the building and the source of the vibration, and agreed with the 

client and/or the relevant authority. 

(3) If the natural frequency of vibrations of the structure is lower than the appropriate 

value, a more refined analysis of the dynamic response of the structure, including the 

consideration of damping, should be performed. 

 

No explicit comfort criteria for buildings, or staircases, e.g. acceleration limits, are formulated in the 

Eurocodes. However, there are directives for pedestrian bridges in form of vertical acceleration limits 

which give an indication of reasonable criteria for staircases. Instead SS-EN 1990 refers to the standard 

ISO 10137, Bases for design of structures – Serviceability of buildings and walkways against vibration. 

ISO 10137 specifies guidelines of how a dynamic analysis can be performed, and acceleration limits for 

different buildings and occupations. The national specified requirements for Sweden in EKS 8 state that 

a dynamic analysis should be performed according to the theory of elasticity and describe the mass, 

stiffness, damping and support conditions of the structure accurately [11].  

 

3.4.3  Standards ISO 10137, ISO 2631-1 and ISO 2631-2 

The level of vibrations that a human find acceptable varies with activity, duration, expectations of 

vibrations, person orientation and with the individual [1]. This makes it hard to clearly define maximum 

allowed vibrations for a structure. The standards ISO 10137 Bases for design of structures – 

Serviceability of buildings and walkways against vibration, ISO 2631-1 Vibration and shock – 

Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration – Part 1: General requirements, and 2631-2 

Mechanical vibration and shock – Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration – Part 2: 
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Vibrations in buildings (1 Hz to 80 Hz) present more clearly some example of vibration criteria that can 

be used in design. 

The need for a new standard considering vibration problems was great when ISO 10137 was published 

in 2008 [1]. The development towards open floor plans, higher floors and more slender structures made 

of high-strength and lightweight materials have resulted in more dynamically responsive structures. At 

the same time, there is an increasing demand for “vibration free” environments for proper functioning 

of industrial and laboratory processes and instruments, and for work efficiency and personal comfort.  

To facilitate the design of structures with these properties and demands, ISO 10137 describes the 

vibration problem, dynamic actions, evaluation of response, vibration criteria and vibration control [1]. 

These can all be incorporated in a dynamic analysis. The primary aids presented in ISO 10137 are load 

models for ascending and descending as well as acceleration criterion. Most of the content in ISO 10137 

is adapted to vibrations on flat surfaces, as floors or pedestrian bridges. However some are also valid 

for human introduced vibrations on staircases, at least with a portion of engineering judgement.  

The Fourier series formulation for single-person excitation are applicable for ascending and descending 

staircases with coefficients presented in table 3.4. According to ISO 10137 only the first two harmonics 

of dynamic loads introduced on stairs need to be considered [1]. But as stated in section 5.5 of ISO 

10137 there are more dynamic actions due to human activity relevant to staircases, for example multi-

person loading and impact loading from a person jumping. The formulation of impact loading is 

presented in chapter 3.2.3. 

 

Table 3.4. Examples of design parameters for forces due to one person ascending or descending  

stairs [1]. 

Activity Harmonic 

number 

N 

Common range of 

forcing frequency 

nf  

 [Hz] 

Numerical 

coefficient for 

vertical direction 

αn,v 

Numerical 

coefficient for 

horizontal direction 

αn,h 

Ascending or 

Descending 

stairs 

1 1,2 to 4,5 1,1 Not available 

2 2,4 to 9 0,22 Not available 

 

 

The load cases that should be considered for staircases are not presented in ISO 10137. But as a guideline 

for design of staircases load cases recommended for floors, and especially recommendations for 

walkways can be used. Recommendations for indoor walkways are more suitable since staircases, just 

as walkways, regularly only are occupied for a shorter period of time, while floors are regularly occupied 

for longer periods of time [16]. The load cases stated specifically for walkways are [1]: 

- “One person walking across the walkway and another (the receiver) standing at mid-span.  

- An average pedestrian flow based on a daily occurrence rate, e.g. a group size of 8 to 15 people, 

depending on the length and width of the walkway.  

- The presence of streams of pedestrians (significantly more than 25 persons). 

- Occasional festive or choreographic events (when relevant).” 

 

The vibration limits in ISO 10137 are adjusted after type of building and occupancy. Hospitals, 

particularly operating theaters, have the lowest vibrations limits. In residential buildings and offices 
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vibrations limits are about two to four times higher and in workshop vibration limits are eight times 

higher for continuous vibrations.   

When assessing vibration with respect to serviceability the acceleration of the structure or structural 

members is the usual variable to consider. The acceleration limits defined in ISO 10137 is primarily 

based on RMS accelerations, defined in chapter 2.8. However, if the ratio between the peak value and 

the RMS of the filtered acceleration is lager then six, RMS. acceleration have found to not be an 

acceptable variable when assessing the comfort criteria [8]. Instead Vibration Dose Values (VDV), 

which are based upon a root-mean-quad evaluation, can be used. Since this measurement uses the fourth 

power instead of the second power of the acceleration time history it is more sensitive to peaks. The 

VDV is defined as equation 3.2. Vibration criterion used together with VDV is presented in table 3.5.  

 

𝑉𝐷𝑉 =  {∫ [𝑎𝑤(𝑡)]4
𝑇

0

 𝑑𝑡}

1/4

 

 

where  

𝑎𝑤(𝑡) is the instantaneous frequency-weighted acceleration  

𝑇 is the duration time for the measurement 

𝑡 is the time (integration variable) 

 

Table 3.5. Vibration Dose Values (m/s1,75) presented in ISO 10137, above which various degrees of 

adverse comments may be expected in residential buildings.  

Place  
Low probability of 

adverse comments 

Adverse comments 

possible 

Adverse comments 

probable 

Residential buildings 

16 h day 
0,2 to 0,4 0,4 to 0,8 0,8 to 1,6 

Residential buildings 

8 h night 
0,13 0,26 0,51 

 

 

As previously mentioned, the for humans, acceptable amplitude of vibrations vary with the frequency 

and direction of the motion. The frequency range percepted as most uncomfortable in the z-direction 

(foot to head) is 4 to 8 Hz [7]. For vibrations in a horizontal direction (side-to-side or back-to-chest) 

frequencies between 1 and 2 Hz are percepted as most uncomfortable. The base curves in ISO 10137, 

displayed in figure 3.11 and 3.12, have incorporated this variability of perception.  

For vibrations along the z-directions, as defined in figure 3.2, the lowest value of 0,005 m/s2 is in the 

frequency range of 4 to 8 Hz. The base curve for the x- and y-direction has a slightly different shape and 

a lower minimum value of 0,0036 m/s2 for the frequency range 1 to 2 Hz compared to 0,005 m/s2. The 

base curves are in design used together with table 3.6 to determine the acceptable acceleration. The 

designer chooses a suitable multiplication factor for the function of the building and time of the day, and 

thereby get a maximum acceleration for a loading case. Continuous vibrations are those with a duration 

of more than 30 min per 24 h and intermitted vibrations are those of more than 10 events per 24 h.  

Equation 3.2 
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The acceleration limits presented in the ISO 10137 should be compared with filtered acceleration time 

histories only containing individual frequencies, applied with a running RMS, with an averaging time 

of 1 s [8].   

 

 

 
Figure 3.11. Building vibration z-axis base curve for acceleration (foot to head direction) [1]. 

 

 
Figure 3.12. Building vibration x- and y-axis base curve for acceleration (side-to-side and 

back-to-chest vibration direction) [1]. 
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Table 3.6. Multiplying factors in ISO 10137 to specify satisfactory magnitudes of building vibration 

with respect to human response. 

Place Time 

Multiplying factors to base curve 

Continuous vibration 

and intermittent 

vibration 

Impulsive vibration 

excitation with several 

occurrences per day 

Critical working areas 

(e.g. some hospital 

operating-theatres, 

some precision 

laboratories, etc.) 

 

Day 

 

1 1 

Night 1 1 

Residential (e.g. flats, 

homes, hospitals) 

Day 2 to 4 30 to 90 

Night 1,4 1,4 to 20 

Quiet office, open plan Day 2 60 to 128 

Night 2 60 to 128 

General office (e.g. 

schools, offices) 

Day 4 60 to 128 

Night 4 60 to 128 

Workshops Day 8 90 to 128 

Night 8 90 to 128 

 

One type of structures that are subjected to the worst cases of human introduced vibrations are stadiums 

during concerts or sports events [1]. A crowd moving simultaneously can cause large vibrations in the 

whole structure. When designing for this loading case one have to distinguish between active and passive 

people. Passive people, standing or sitting still, percepts much lower levels of vibration then active 

persons. The maximum multiplying factor for comfort to be used with the z-direction base curve is set 

to 200 for a passive person. To avoid panic a multiplying factor of 400 is the absolute maximum value 

that can be used. When calculating the RMS acceleration values an averaging time of 1 s is 

recommended. 

No specific threshold acceleration value or multiplying factor for stairs is stated in the ISO standards 

[1,8,9]. One can assume that the multiplying factors given for different buildings is applicable for 

staircases as well. But another relevant comparison is the multiplying factors stated for walkways. Were 

a multiplying factor of 60 is applicable for vibrations in the vertical direction except where people can 

be expected to stand still in which case a multiplying factor of 30 should be used. 

ISO 2631-1 contains guidelines of how vibration measurements should be conducted as well as which 

evaluation methods to be used on acceleration time histories [8]. Some important methods defined are 

RMS, VDV, and frequency weighting. Frequency weighting is an alternative method to establish if 

vibrations are acceptable. A filtered acceleration time history is multiplied with frequency weighting 

factors for each frequency and the value obtained is compared to a threshold value depending on the 

direction of the vibrations.  

Effects on humans due to vibrations exposure and evaluation of these are mostly considered in ISO 

2631-2. The old ISO 2631-1 standard from 1985 included recommended vibration exposure boundaries 

[8]. These are however removed in the new version from 1997. This is stated to be because the simplified 

assumption that dependency on exposure duration of various effects (health, working proficiency and 

comfort) on people are the same. This have been contradicted by studies and therefore removed.     

 

3.4.4  Boverket 

Before 2011, when the Eurocodes were introduced, Sweden had its own legal framework for structural 

design, Regelsamling för konstruktion - Boverkets byggregler, byggnadsverkslagen och 
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byggnadsverksförordningen (BKR), published by the National Board of Housing, Building and 

Planning. Vibrations are also in BKR classified as serviceability limit state, and treated in paragraph 

2:122 [13]: 

Structural parts of buildings shall be designed to ensure that vibrations that appear will 

not be perceived as uncomfortable.   

No further statements about perceptive vibration levels, suitable limits or references to other standard 

are however made. Specified in BKR is only that calculations of deformations and vibrations should be 

performed according to the theory of elasticity and describe the mass, stiffness, damping and support 

conditions of the structure [13].  

National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket) had however published a handbook about 

dealing with vibrations in floors, Svängningar deformationspåverkan och olyckslast (1994). Vibrations 

in staircases are not mentioned in this publication but it states that design for vibrations in floors with a 

natural frequency below the threshold value of 8 Hz should be conducted differently than design of 

floors with natural frequency above 8 Hz [21]. This is describes to be because humans are more sensitive 

to this frequency range.  

 

3.4.5  Regulations from other countries  

The American Institute of Steel construction (AISC) states in their current design standard, Specification 

for Structural Steel Buildings, that the level of vibration or the maximum acceleration allowed should 

be chosen with regard to the intended function of the structure, including the comfort of the occupants 

[23]. Evaluation should be performed with applicable load combinations, including occupant loading. 

The recommended measure variable for evaluation is acceleration. The standard does however not 

mention any precise instruction on how a dynamic evaluation should be performed or the nature of the 

loads. Instead AISC have produced the American Design Guide 11 – Vibrations of steel framed 

structural systems due to human activity that quantifies human introduced loads and present acceleration 

tolerance limits.  

The AISC Design Guide 11 have the opinion that the response on linear monumental stairs due to human 

activity is dominated by a single mode of vibration and can hence be performed with quite simple 

equations [22].  The mode that should be considered is usually the fundamental frequency but is 

ultimately decided by if a harmonic force matches a natural frequency. Only up to the fourth harmonic 

is stated to be significant. A system that can be excited by a harmonic of a load is denoted as a low 

frequency system. For a high frequency system resonant build up is not possible and the response will 

resemble a series of impulse responses.  

Three evaluation criteria for monumental stairs are recommended in the AISC Design Guide 11 [22]. 

The criteria are, a vertical natural frequency greater than 5 Hz, a lateral natural frequency greater than 

2,5 Hz and vertical accelerations due to human loading less then tolerance limits presented in table 3.7. 

The acceleration tolerance limits concern a peak acceleration. The tolerance limits are to a high degree 

retrieved from Davis and Murray (2009) and Davis and Avci (2015). The tolerance limit for group 

loading only have to be considered if the staircase is wide enough to accommodate people standing still 

at the same time as a rapidly descending group is passing by. The designer can, together with the owner, 

decide if rapid descends can be allowed to be perceptible or not. The tolerance limits for monumental 

stairs in AISC Design Guide 11 are not frequency dependent.  
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Table 3.7. Vertical peak acceleration tolerance limits for staircases [22].  

Step frequency, 

Hz 

Accelerations 

tolerance limit, [%g] 

Acceleration 

tolerance limit, [m/s2] 

Remarks 

< 2,5 1,7 0,169 Normal descends 

2,5 – 4,0 3,0 0,295 

Rapidly descending 

individual – not 

perceptible 

2,5 – 4,0 4,5 0,442 

Rapidly descending 

individual or group 

– perceptible 

 

The British standard BS 6472-1, Guide to evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings – Part 

1: Vibration sources other than blasting, was published in 2008. It contains acceleration limits similar 

to the ones stated in ISO 10137. However, the measurement for vibration in BS 6472-1 is vibration dose 

values (VDV) [24]. The VDV method is used on vibrations of all time durance; continuous, intermittent, 

and impulsive. This way all types of vibrations can be compared to the same limit values. It also allows 

for vibrations to be summarized to a daily vibration dose value.  

BS 6472-1 contains a method of dividing the acceleration signal into one-third octave bands and 

frequency weighing similar to ISO 10137, although values for weighing are not the same. The weighting 

curves demonstrate maximum sensitivity to vertical acceleration in the frequency range 4 to 10 Hz and 

to horizontal acceleration in the range 0,7 to 2 Hz.  

Limiting vibration dose values for residential buildings are the same as given in table 3.5 from ISO 

10137. To acquire limiting VDV for offices and workshops, values of 2 and 4 respectively can be 

multiplied to the vibration dose value ranges for a 16 h day. If weighted correctly the values given in 

table 3.5 may be used for both vertical and horizontal vibrations. The limiting vibration dose values are 

presented in ranges rather than discrete values. BS 6472-1 argues that judgement can never be precise 

due to the widely differing susceptibility to vibration. No specific limiting VDV values for stairs are 

stated. Neither are there any guidelines in how to model human introduced actions on staircases, or any 

other structures.  

The satisfactory magnitudes referred to in this standard is related to adverse comments by building 

occupants rather and are not determined by factors such as short-term health hazards or working 

efficiency. Research about perception thresholds referred to in BS 6472-1 have shown that 

approximately half the population can perceive a vertical weighted peak acceleration of 0,015 m/s2, 

when seated or standing still. For vibrations less than 1 s the perception threshold is slightly higher.   

 

3.4.6  Vibration tolerance limits in literature 

In addition to the variability in vibration tolerance limits between people, Bishop et al (1995) highlights 

that an important criterion that influences the vibration tolerance limit is the possibility of people pausing 

on the staircase to look around or being forced to stop, while other people are ascending or descending 

[2].  Bishop suggests a maximum vibration level due to single person excitation of 0,225 m/s2 for a 

lightly used staircase and 0,169 m/s2 for a heavily used staircase. The lightly used staircase is given a 

higher limit since it is more likely to be subjected to multi-person use. The intension is that the 

accelerations due to vibrations should never exceed 0,451 m/s2, for multi person excitation or other 

human introduced loads. For very lightly used staircases, which very seldom is subjected to multi person 

use, an acceleration limit of 0,451 m/s2 can be used for single person excitation. A comparison between 

the standards, Bishop does not specify frequency weighting or RMS- or VDV-averaging. 
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Davis and Murray (2009) agrees with the limits proposed by Bishop et al. (1995) and proposes that 

monumental stairs are classified as heavily used stairs [20]. However, they acknowledge that it is almost 

impossible to meet the limit of 0,169 m/s2 for individuals descending rapidly, or the limit of 0,451 m/s2 

for a group of walkers descending at closely spaced step frequencies, for some stair designs. Therefore 

they propose a peak vertical acceleration limit for single walker moving at normal speeds at 0,169 m/s2 

and that the limit for a single walker moving rapidly can be 0,169 m/s2 to 0,451 m/s2, depending on the 

owner’s acceptance. The peak acceleration limit for a rapidly moving group of walkers is suggested to 

be 0,451 or higher, again depending on the owner’s acceptance.  

Also Davis and Avci (2015) largely agree with Bishop et al (1995) and Davis and Murray (2009) [2, 20, 

25]. However they think a peak acceleration limit of 0,169 m/s2 is too conservative and suggest a peak 

acceleration limit of a single person descending rapidly to be either 0,295 m/s2 or 0,451 m/s2. Concerning 

when an further dynamic analysis have to be made Kerr (1998) and Bishop and Kerr (2001) concludes 

that “Any staircase having a natural frequency less than 10 Hz may be dynamically responsive to the 

pedestrians using it and produce unacceptable levels of vibration” [3, 26].  

 

3.5  Finite Element Modeling 

 

3.5.1  Summary  

An increasingly important aspect of design, as more slender and lightweight staircases are requested, is 

the effects of structural flexibility on the dynamic performance of staircases. Slender and lightweight 

staircases typically have a low stiffness to mass ratio, resulting in lower natural frequencies compared 

to more traditional staircase designs. The vibration serviceability criteria are, as a result of this, 

becoming the governing factor in design of staircases. If the staircases additionally have low damping 

their vibration performance is governed by their dynamic response to near-resonance excitation [19]. 

Simulations of this type of near-resonant dynamic response are very sensitive to small variations in 

modal properties. The accuracy of the modal properties and mode shapes is therefore very important.    

 

3.5.2  FEM  

Developing an accurate representation of modal properties and dynamic behavior of structures using FE 

models is despite significant advances in numerical prediction of modal properties, still challenging 

[19]. For example, FE models of slender staircases can often not predict natural frequencies and mode 

shapes with the required level of accuracy [15]. Uncertainties in boundary conditions, material 

properties and the effects of non-structural elements related to the as-built structure are the main cause 

for inaccuracy. Another very important dynamic parameter which is hard to model is the modal 

damping. The modal damping governs the dynamic response near resonance and can only be determined 

experimentally on the finished structure, although some guidelines are provided by standards.  

To improve and verify the FE-model data from experimental modal testing can be used [19]. The idea 

is to use natural frequencies and mode shapes obtained from the modal testing to compare with results 

from the FE model. The level of error and the drawbacks in the FE model can then be identified and 

hopefully corrected with model updating techniques. Despite it is common to analyze dynamic 

properties of structures with model testing, not much research has made about updating FE-models of 

staircases with results from experimental methods [16, 20].  

Since the research about FE-modeling design of staircases is quite limited parallels can be drawn to the 

procedure used with footbridges. In 2006 Zivanovic, Pavic and Reynolds performed a case study on a 
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footbridge experiencing problems with low natural frequencies and resonance at walking [15]. A 

detailed FE-model was developed, employing the best engineering judgement and available data, and 

measurements were performed on the footbridge. The FE model underestimated frequencies for all 

vibration modes but the correlation between mode shapes were good. The FE model was then revised 

and manually tuned to match the actual natural frequencies of the footbridge more closely, resulting in 

a decrease of the maximum difference in the natural frequencies from 37% to 4%. The difference in 

frequencies was concluded to be mostly due to modeling uncertainties related to a lack of information 

about boundary conditions, material properties and the effects on non-structural elements. Another very 

important dynamic parameter that is even harder to model or estimate is the damping of the structure.  

Vasallo Belver et al. (2012) have performed a case study of FE model updating of a slender staircase 

[19]. Only the staircase itself is modeled. Initial modeling choices were: All flat parts of the staircase 

structure were modeled using orthotropic shell elements with quadratic formulation. Slender parts, such 

as the handrail was modeled using beam elements with quadratic formulation. All supports were 

modeled as pinned. In the comparison with measurements the three first natural frequencies were 

overestimated with between 36% and 78%, with the largest error for the first mode [19]. Their 

conclusion is that the main source of error is an overestimation of the stiffness of the staircase. The 

pinned boundary conditions was therefore replaced with springs in all translational directions. After 

model tuning the error decreased to 13% for the first mode and to under 2,5% for the second and third 

mode. Conclusions from this can be that the adjacent structure is not and cannot be assumed to be totally 

rigid. Instead it is probable that either the adjacent structure has to be modeled or it has to be represented 

by springs and dashpots.  

Other research suggests that since all connections between elements are designed for ultimate limit state 

they can be assumed to be fixed [39]. The stress caused by vibrations will be so low that even 

connections constructed as only translationally rigid in ultimate limit state can be assumed to be fixed 

in both translation and rotation.  

Setareh and Wang (2014) performs an analytical and experimental study of a monumental staircase to 

investigate dynamic properties and improve modeling of these [35]. The first two natural frequencies 

measured are 9.8 Hz and 18,3 Hz. A small variation in the measured natural frequencies is obtained that 

they ascribe to temperature variations in the building. They conclude that the second natural frequency 

cannot be excited by human introduced loads and focuses on the evaluation of the first mode. In the FE-

model only the staircase itself is modeled. Isotropic shell elements are used to model plane elements of 

the stair such as stringers, treads and risers. They overestimate their first natural frequency by 15% 

which is ascribed to simplifications in geometry of the steps made in the model.  

Supports and connections to adjacent structural elements will affect natural frequencies of a structure 

[22]. Flexible supports and connections will decrease natural frequencies. The AISC Design Guide 11 

recommends using orthotropic shell elements when modeling pre-cast slab elements. The flexural 

stiffness of the slab perpendicular to the ribs is often two to five times lower than the stiffness parallel 

to deck ribs. Some cracking will always be present in concrete structures but can be hard to model in 

serviceability limit state and can considerably increase computational time. Davis (2008) and Pavic et. 

al. (2007) have however shown that FEA predictions using uncracked section properties are usually in 

reasonable agreement with experimentally measured natural frequencies [29][30].  

The dynamic behavior of a structure is usually governed by the first few modes. Therefore an analysis 

considering mainly these modes can be adequate and save computational time. Murray et al. (2016) 

recommends including modes with natural frequency up to little bit more than double the first natural 

frequency [22]. They also recommend that a mesh size were the first few natural frequencies remain 

approximately unchanged with further mesh refinements is sufficient.  
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Beams and framing elements can be modeled with three-dimensional frame element and is 

recommended to be modeled with in the plane of shell elements [29]. Full composite action can be 

assumed since human induced loads is easily resisted by all commonly used connectors. The best 

estimation of the actual mass during human introduced loading should be used.   
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Chapter 4 

Measurements 

4.1  Summary 

Combined testing and analysis aims to improve understanding of the vibration behavior of staircases 

and help future design of similar structures. The structural parts of both staircases studied, are made of 

steel, and they both have flooring made of limestone.   

Pre-measurement analyses of finite element models of both staircases are performed. The pre-

measurement analyses aim to give information on which modes that will develop and where in the 

staircases these modes will create the most vibrations. This will aid in deciding where the measurement 

equipment should be positioned. There are two measurement set-ups for each staircase. Three tri-axial 

and two single-axial accelerometers are used, creating a total of eleven recording channels. There are 

five main loading cases, including three different impulse loadings created through jumps and ascending 

and descending by a subject.  

The recorded time-accelerations signals are analyzed with the software Matlab. The signals were 

initially filtered with high- and low-pass filters and transformed to frequency domain. The signals was 

for the second stage of analyses divided into 20 one-third octave bands according to ISO 2631-1 and 

run through a running RMS function. All maximum RMS accelerations were identified and plotted 

against the vibration accelerations limits in ISO 10137. The results from the measurement will be used 

as a reference when analyzing the FE-model and determining what features and set-ups will give the 

models a satisfactory response.  

 

4.2  Recommendations in standards 

In ISO 2631-1 acceleration is determined to be the primary quantity of which vibrations should be 

measured in. Furthermore, the coordinate system used should be oriented according to how vibrations 

can be expected to enter the human body. For buildings the orientation should match those of a standing 

human body, see figure 3.2 [9]. Vibrations that are transmitted from a surface to a body should be 

measured on the interface of the surface [8]. The measurement equipment should furthermore be 

positioned at the location where the highest magnitude of vibrations occurs, but where a human is still 

likely to reside. The measurement equipment and analysis tools should be adequate for the highest and 

lowest signals. The duration of the measurement shall be sufficient to ensure that the anticipated 

vibrations are captured, and reasonable statistical precision is obtained. 

The basic evaluation method in ISO 2631 and ISO 10137 is performed using a root mean square (RMS) 

acceleration value. The standard equation for RMS acceleration is presented in chapter 2.8. It integrates 

over the entire measured time period, resulting in one value for each measurement. To get a more 

accurate measurement ISO 10137 recommends using a running RMS that integrates over one second 

giving a continuous measurement of the accelerations. A number of other evaluation 

measurements/methods are also stated in ISO 2631-1 and 2631-2. The accelerations measured should 
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be divided into one-third octave bands, according to tables given in ISO 2631-1, in order to compare 

with acceleration limits in ISO, since the limiting accelerations are frequency dependent [9]. The 

comparison can be made with the base curves found in ISO 10137 or the accelerations can be frequency 

weighted and compared to values given in ISO 2631-1.  

 

4.3  Description of the staircases 

The two selected staircases have recently been constructed, in 2016, at SEB’s new head office in Solna. 

The structural parts of both staircases are made of steel, but railings, coverings and top surfaces of other 

materials have been added to the staircases. One of the staircases is straight with a midspan landing 

nearly halfway, while the other is arc shaped, as displayed in figure 4.1 to 4.4.  

The straight staircase is located between story 8 and 9 in the building. It has a height of 3,75 m, between 

floors, a length of 7,15 m and a width of 1,40 m. It consists of twenty steps and a midspan landing. The 

height of the steps is 170.5 mm and the length is 290 mm. The steps are made of 5 mm thick steel plates 

and the stringers of the staircase are made of 20 mm thick, 500 mm high steel plates. Eight L-beams 

runs between the stringers underneath the steps to provide stability. The midspan landing is reinforced 

by three stiffeners underneath. The flooring on the stair is made of limestone, 30 mm thick on the tread, 

and 20 mm thick on the risers. A handrail considered as a non-structural part runs along the length of 

the staircase. The abutments of the staircase consists of a steel plate 100x15 mm running along the width 

of the stair, and two steel plates 20x70x100 mm protruding from the stringers of the staircase and resting 

on steel beams above and below the staircase. These beams are cast with the adjacent HDF-plates, fixing 

the support plates to the beams. The adjacent floors on the 8th and 9th story are made of HDF-plates. The 

HDF-plates are supported at one side by walls to an elevator shaft, and at the other side by steel beams 

on steel columns.     

The curved staircase is hanging in an atrium between story 5 and 6. It is a semicircle with an outer radius 

of 4,24 m and an inner radius of 2,76 m. The height between floors is 3,75 m. It consists of twenty-five 

steps with landings at the top and the bottom of the staircase. The height of the steps is 144.2 mm and 

length is 340 mm in the middle of the step. The steel plates making up the steps are 5 mm thick and the 

arched stringers are 20 mm thick and 700 mm high, reinforced with a 30 mm thick 200 mm high extra 

steel plate running along the bottom of the cheeks. Underneath every other step L-beams are welded 

between the stringers, fifteen in total. Eight VKR-beams are placed in a zigzag pattern between the L-

beams. The flooring on the curved staircase is the same as for the straight staircase. The curved staircase 

is supported in the same way at the top and bottom of the stair. Three horizontal 120x10 mm steel plates 

are welded to the stair and to steel cast into the concrete floor. A 50x200 mm steel plate is welded to the 

stringers and resting on a steel heel protruding from the concrete floor. The adjacent floors on the 5th 

and 6th are made of RD- and HDF-plates. The HDF-plates are supported at one side by walls to an 

elevator shaft, and at the other side by steel beams on steel columns. The steel used is of class S355J2 

[44]. The concrete used in the HDF-plates are of class C40/50 and the RD-plates of class C30/37.  
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Figure 4.1. Floor plan around the straight staircase. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Section and detail drawing of the straight staircase. 
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Figure 4.3. Floor plan around the curved staircase. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Section and detail drawing of the curved staircase. 
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4.4  Preparations for measurements 

The staircases, which are studied, were designed before the initiation of this master thesis. During the 

design finite element models in the program RFEM was constructed for both staircases. These models 

are, with some modification, used for preparatory analysis before the measurements. To prepare for the 

measurements a modal analysis, applying only the self-weight, and an impulse load according to ISO 

10137 were performed. The modal analysis produces the natural frequencies and mode shapes for the 

stairs. The impulse load is equivalent to a person jumping down from 20 cm, and is described in chapter 

3.3.4. For the curved staircase the load was applied on the 14th step of the modeled staircase, while for 

the straight staircase the load was applied on the 10th step of the modeled staircase.  

The acceleration time history data from nine nodes in the curved staircase, and twelve nodes in the 

straight staircase, as displayed in figure 4.5 and 4.6, was exported and analyzed in the software Matlab. 

The time history data was converted to a frequency spectrum in order to determine if sufficiently many 

of the initial modes would be capture in these nodes. The objective of this analysis was to produce data 

supporting in determining reasonable positions of the measurement equipment. The analysis from the 

RFEM-model also indicated that the adjacent floors will engage in the dynamic movement cause by an 

impulse load on the staircases.  

 

 
Figure 4.5. Nodes that were analyzed in RFEM to assess the placement of the measurement 

equipment.  
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Figure 4.6. Nodes that were analyzed in RFEM to assess the placement of the measurement 

equipment. 

 

4.4.1 Results from FEM analyze of the straight staircase  

The dynamic properties of the first four modes of the straight staircase from the RFEM-analysis are 

displayed in table 4.1. The mode shapes for these natural frequencies can be found in Appendix E.  

 

Table 4.1. Dynamic properties of the four first modes of the straight staircase from RFEM, including 

weight for non-structural parts. 

Mode No Angular frequency 

ωn  [rad/s] 

Natural frequency 

fn   [Hz] 

Natural period 

Tn  [s] 

1 85.793 13.654 0.073 

2 117.179 18.650 0.054 

3 190.604 30.336 0.033 

4 223.644 35.594 0.028 

 

The acceleration time history data recordings from the staircase models are in the time domain, and 

needed for our purpose, to be transformed into the frequency domain. This is done with a Fast Fourier 

Transformation (FFT), which is briefly described in section 2.9. The acceleration amplitudes are then 

plotted against a frequency spectrum. The plots, displayed in figure 4.7 and 4.8, shows for which 

frequencies large accelerations occurs, i.e. the natural frequencies, and for which of the chosen points 

the accelerations are largest for different modes. All this is conducted with the software Matlab.  
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Figure 4.7. Acceleration response for straight staircase from RFEM model in frequency spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Acceleration response for straight staircase from RFEM model in frequency spectrum.  

 

From figure 4.7 and 4.8 we can see that the right side of the staircase moves considerably more than the 

left side for the first natural frequency. The first mode is mainly a vertical mode. The staircase is attached 

much closer to the beam support on the left side, than on the right side, hence the accelerations are 

smaller on the left side. For the second natural frequency however, the movements seem to be bigger on 

the left side of the stair. The second mode is mainly a torsional mode. Worth noticing is also that the 

accelerations in the third and fourth natural frequency are small compared to the first and second natural 

frequency. This is an effect of that the load applied is an impulse load and higher modes are harder to 

excite. Finally we can also see that the top and bottom of the staircase have accelerations, indicating that 
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the vibrations are propagating to the adjacent floors to some extent. The accelerations retrieved in the 

analysis are high at the 10th and 15th step for both the first and second natural frequency. Since these 

frequencies are important to detect in the measurements, it was decide that it is appropriate to position 

one of the measurement points between the 10th and 15th step. Any second vertical mode was also 

important to detect, thus the measurement equipment should not be positioned too close to the middle 

of the staircase, on the 14th step was judged as appropriate.  

  

4.4.2  Results from FEM analyze of curved staircase 

The properties of the first four modes of the curved staircase calculated by the RFEM-model are 

presented in table 4.2 Figure 4.9 and figure 4.10 displays the frequency spectrum from the RFEM 

analysis. The mode shapes can be found in Appendix E.   

 

Table 4.2. Dynamic properties of the four first modes of the curved staircase from RFEM, including 

weight for non-structural parts. 

Mode No Angular frequency 

ωn  [rad/s] 

Natural frequency 

fn   [Hz] 

Natural period 

Tn  [s] 

1 57.978 9.227 0.108 

2 114.774 18.267 0.055 

3 118.405 18.845 0.053 

4 141.412 22.506 0.044 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Acceleration response for curved staircase from RFEM model in frequency spectrum. 
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Figure 4.10. Acceleration response for curved staircase from RFEM model in frequency spectrum. 

 

The first mode for the curved staircase is mainly a vertical mode, with the shape of half a sinewave. 

Consequently the nodes in the middle of the stair have the highest accelerations. The second, third and 

fourth mode shape all resample a full sinewave, but with different amount of horizontal and torsional 

component. The node in the middle of the staircase (13th step) thus have low accelerations in the second, 

third, and fourth natural frequency. The measurement equipment should therefore not be placed in the 

middle of the staircase, if we want to capture all the first four frequencies. Around the 7th step should, 

judging by figure 4.9 and 4.10, give accelerations in all desired natural frequencies. Thus it is appropriate 

to position one measurement point at the 6th step. The acceleration amplitudes of the attachments in 

figure 4.8 also indicates that vibrations from the stair propagates to the adjacent floor.     

 

4.5  Performance of measurements 

The objectives of the measurements are to determine the natural frequencies of the staircases and 

measure the response of the staircases due to single human excitation. It is important for the verification 

of the FE-models to capture the first natural frequencies. At the time of the measurement both staircases 

and adjacent floors had been completed with flooring and railings. Constructions was still ongoing in 

the building, but measurements of only the background vibrations established that these were not large 

enough to cause disturbance to the measurements.  

The measurement equipment used has a total of eleven input channels. The accelerometers used were 

three tri-axial and two single-axial. Two measurement set ups were made for each staircase with five 

“main” loading cases. The measurement set up for the curved staircase is displayed in figure 4.9, and 

the measurement set up for the straight staircase is displayed in figure 4.10. Each loading case was 

recorded between one and three times for each set up. The first measurement setup concentrates on the 

staircase while the second investigates how much of the vibrations propagate into adjacent floors. 

Drawings of the measurement equipment and measurement setup in place can be found in figure 4.11 

and 4.12.  The positions of the measurement equipment is based on what is wished to be measured. The 

measurement point in the middle of the staircases are determined by were on the staircases natural 

frequencies can be detected, as previously discussed in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. Measurements points at 

the top and bottom of the staircases was also included to give an indication of how much the staircases 
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were clamped to the adjacent structure. Lastly measurement points was also needed for the adjacent 

floor was also needed to determine if the vibrations propagated from the staircases to adjacent structures.   

Figure 4.11 and figure 4.12 displays which channels in the measurement equipment that were connected 

to which accelerometers for the curved and straight staircase respectively. The sampling frequency for 

all measurements and channels were 8192 Hz. The accelerometers have voltage sensitivity of 10 mV/ms-

2 and a measuring range of ±500 m/s2.  

The main five loading cases included two impulse loadings on the staircase, one approximately 300 mm 

away from an accelerometer (IZ;A), and one further away (IZ;B). These two loading cases were chosen 

to capture the impulse force signal, if possible. The idea was that if the impact force would be applied 

close enough to an accelerometer vibrations originating directly from the impact could be recorded, but 

there is a risk to “overflow” the accelerometer, if the accelerations becomes too great, and therefore a 

jump further away was also performed. Impact loads are good ways to measure the damping in the 

structure, which is important for the verification and development of the FE-model.  

Two loading cases are also to ascend and descend the staircases. These are two separate loading cases, 

and are based on the literature review expected to give different results in terms of frequency and force. 

These can also be considered as more than two loading cases for the curved staircase, since the ascent 

and descent were performed with varied step frequency. The ascends and descends in a specific pace, 

were performed with the help of a metronome. The subject stood still for a few seconds in the beginning 

of the measurement, ascended or descended the stair, and then stopped just below/above the staircase. 

Loads from subjects ascending or descending will be most common for the staircase in serviceability. 

Hence it is most important that the staircases perform well for these loading cases, and that the FE-

models capture the response from these loads adequately.  

The last loading case is an impulse load close to an accelerometer on the floor (IZ;C). Here it is again 

interesting to see, if the impulse signal can be recorded, what natural frequency and damping the floor 

has and also if vibrations in the floor can propagate to the staircase.   

The time of the recordings were adapted to the different loading cases. For the jumps, about 10 seconds 

before and after the jump were recorded. When ascending and descending the recording was started 

about 5 seconds before the subjected started and ended 5 seconds after the subject had finished the stair. 

The starting point for the ascend and descend were approximately 0,5 m from the first or last step of the 

staircase. The jumps in the stairs were made from step with a pile of books on, and the jump on the floor 

was made from a box turned up-side-down, to achieve a height close to the 200 mm prescribes in ISO 

10137. 

 

Table 4.3. Loading cases on curved staircase. 

Loading case  Performed number of 

times for measurement 

set up 1 

Performed number of 

times for measurement 

set up 2 

Jump in staircase IZ;A 2 2 

Jump in staircase IZ;B 1 2 

Jump on floor IZ;C 2 2 

Ascend at approx. 3,3 Hz 3 1 

Descend at approx. 3,3 Hz 2 1 
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Table 4.4. Loading cases for straight staircase. 

Loading case  Performed number of 

times for measurement 

set up 1 

Performed number of 

times for measurement 

set up 2 

Jump in staircase IZ;A 2 2 

Jump in staircase IZ;B 2 3 

Jump on floor IZ;C 2 2 

Ascend at approx. 3,4 Hz 2 2 

Descend at approx. 3,4 Hz 2 2 

 

 

 
Figure 4.11. Measurement set up for straight staircase. 

 

 
Figure 4.12. Measurement set up for curved staircase. 
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4.6  Signal analysis 

The signal analysis was conducted with the software Matlab. Several different types of analyses were 

performed. The first stage of analyses aimed to give a general picture of the natural frequencies of the 

staircases, and the magnitude of the accelerations of the staircases caused by single human excitation. 

In the second stage of the analysis all recorded acceleration-time signals were divided into one-third 

octave bands according to ISO 2631-1 and analyzed separately. The sampling frequency for the 

recordings were 8192 Hz, and the sampling time varied between 10 and 20 seconds depending on the 

recording.    

For the analyses in the first stage the recorded accelerations was filtered so only the frequency range 1 

to 80 Hz remained, which is consistent with ISO 2631-1. The plots of the acceleration-signals in the 

time domain were divided after measurement point. The acceleration signals were transformed to the 

frequency domain with a FFT. Plots in the frequency domain were also divided after measurement 

points. They aimed to reveal the natural frequencies of the staircases and how much the stairs are excited 

by the single human load. All time-acceleration and frequency spectrum plots can be found in the 

appendix A and B respectively.  

In the second stage the acceleration signals was divided into 20 one-third octaves bands in the frequency 

range between 1 and 80 Hz according to specifications given in ISO 2631-1. The signals had to be down-

sampled to 512 Hz in order to achieve a stable filter for the division. The time-acceleration functions 

were plotted for all one-third octave bands. Every one-third octave band for every channel were run 

through a running RMS function, with an integration time of 1 second. The RMS function was 

constructed to jump one data point ahead for each calculation, creating a continuous RMS acceleration 

function. Finally the maximum RMS accelerations were plotted as a function of frequency for each 

channel together with the vibration tolerance limits given in ISO 10137. The RMS-acceleration that 

exceeded the values from the base curve in ISO 10137 were identified.  

The damping for each recording was calculated with logarithmic decrement. The calculation was made 

over different number of peaks for different signals, depending on variation in shape. Between four and 

six sequent peaks were used.  

 

4.7  Results from measurements 

Accelerations recorded in the middle of the staircase were as expected much higher than at the top and 

bottom of the staircase and on adjacent floors. But acceleration were measured on the adjacent structure 

as a direct result of load applied on the staircase. Accelerations on the staircases could also be measured 

due to the impulse load applied on the adjacent structure. All acceleration-time histories can be found 

in appendix A. In Appendix C the acceleration-time histories have been divided into one-third octave 

bands and plotted. 

The first natural frequency was easy to identify for both staircases. For the straight staircase the second 

natural frequency was however harder to identify. This likely depends on that the second mode shape 

was predominantly torsional and the loads applied on the staircase was mainly vertical. The first and 

second natural frequency for the straight staircase is displayed in table 4.5, and the first two natural 

frequencies for the curved staircase is displayed in table 4.6. For both staircases the measured natural 

frequencies varied a little between measurements, but the variation was not larger than 3%. The average 

and median value are consistent for both staircases and natural frequencies. Frequency spectrums for all 

measurements can be found in appendix B.  

There were also scatter in the damping calculated from the measurements. For the straight staircase the 

damping varied between 1,6% and 2,5%, and for the curved staircase the damping measured varied 
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between 0,9% and 2,1% for different recordings. However, the average and median value of the damping 

seem to be fairly consistent for both staircases. All damping values extracted from the measurements 

can be found in appendix E.  

 

Table 4.5. Natural frequencies measured for straight staircase.  

First natural frequency Second natural frequency 

Average Median Average Median 

13,54 Hz 13,51 Hz 20,12 Hz 20,10 Hz 

 

 

Table 4.6. Natural frequencies measured for curved staircase.  

First natural frequency Second natural frequency 

Average Median Average Median 

9,61 Hz 9,59 Hz 20,23 Hz 20,25 Hz 

 

 

Table 4.7. Damping calculated with logarithmic decrement from measurements.  

Straight staircase Curved staircase 

Average Median Average Median 

1,78% 1,76% 1,69% 1,59% 

 

 

The highest maximum RMS accelerations achieved during the measurements for the straight and curved 

staircase respectively, as well as for ascending and descending are displayed in figure 4.13 to 4.16. 

Figure 4.13 is recorded during an ascent of the subject in the straight staircase at a pace of approximately 

3,4 Hz, and figure 4.14 is recorded during a descent of the subject in the straight staircase at a pace of 

approximately 3,4 Hz. The ascent of a subject at a comfortable pace of 3,3 Hz in the curved staircase 

produces the response displayed in figure 4.15, and figure 4.16 is from a subject descending the curved 

staircase at a pace 3,3 Hz. Maximum RMS accelerations plots evaluated from all measurements can be 

found in appendix D. 
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Figure 4.13. Maximum RMS acceleration achieved ascending the straight staircase compared to 

recommended limits in ISO 10137. 

 

 
Figure 4.14. Maximum RMS acceleration achieved descending the straight staircase compared to 

recommended limits in ISO 10137. 
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Figure 4.15. Maximum RMS acceleration achieved ascending the curved staircase compared to 

recommended limits in ISO 10137. 

 

 
Figure 4.16. Maximum RMS acceleration achieved descending the curved staircase compared to 

recommended limits in ISO 10137. 
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4.8  Discussion 

The measured acceleration-time histories shows that vibrations propagated from the staircase to the 

adjacent floor, which suggest energy dissipation to adjacent floors. When an impulse load is applied on 

an adjacent floor vibrations also propagate from the adjacent floor to the staircase. Acceleration-time 

histories from all measurements can be found in appendix A. It is not obvious that vibrations would 

propagate between the straight staircase and adjacent structures. The straight staircase is modeled as 

simply supported in ultimate limit state, but it is hard to judge what the connection should be classified 

as, at lower degrees of utilization. The connection is designed with two steel plates welded to the 

stringers positioned on the steel HSQ-beams, see figure 4.2. Then the casting on top of the HDF-plates 

have been extended to cover the connection.  The curved staircase is simply supported on a steel heel 

that is cast in to the RD-plates, but the connection is also made with three welded steel plates which 

holds the staircase to the adjacent floor as displayed in figure 4.4. This connection is more rigid than the 

connection the straight staircase have, and it is therefore considered to be more prone to transfer 

vibrations.  

Looking at the acceleration time histories for the straight staircase, a small decrease in acceleration can 

be seen for the steps taken on the stair landing compared to steps in the stair. This is more or less 

pronounced for different recordings and generally more visible for descends then ascends. The 

observation is however consistent with prior research that suggest that loads caused by walking on the 

flat is lower in magnitude, than loads caused by ascending and descending. Acceleration-time history 

recordings of the subject ascending the straight staircase from measurement points on the staircase show 

a distinct peak for every step the subject takes, see appendix A. The same recording from measurements 

points on the adjacent floor are definitively influenced by each distinct step, but both lower and higher 

frequencies coming from loads introduced by the ongoing construction in the building, also have an 

influence on the recording. Acceleration time history recordings of descends of the straight staircase 

does not show the same distinct response to each footstep.  

For all measurements on the straight staircase accelerations in the vertical (z-axis) direction are 

consistently higher than accelerations in any horizontal (x- or y-axis) direction. For measurement points 

on the staircase, the y-direction (along the staircase) record higher accelerations relative to the x-

direction (across the staircase), but for measurement on the adjacent floor the accelerations in x- and y-

direction either are about the same in magnitude or accelerations in the x-direction are higher relative to 

accelerations in y-direction. This can depend on that the attachment of the staircase to the adjacent floors 

is stiffer in the transversal direction than in the longitudinal direction.   

Also for the curved staircase, the accelerations in the vertical (z-axis) direction is consistently bigger 

than accelerations in any horizontal (x- or y-axis) direction for all loading cases. The accelerations along 

the staircase appear to be bigger than transverse to the staircase, for the measurement point in the middle 

of the staircase, this is in the y-direction and for the measurement point at the top and bottom of the 

staircase it is in the x-direction. The impact of each step taken by the subject is not as apparent in the 

measurements of the curved staircase, as in the measurements of ascending the straight staircase which 

contradicts the initial assumption that the connection of the curved staircase would transfer more 

vibrations. The difference in stiffness between RD-plates which the curved staircase are connected to 

and HDF-plates can however have an impact on the amount of vibration in the structure.    

The first natural frequency was easy to identify for both staircases. For the straight staircase the second 

natural frequency was however harder to identify. This likely depends on that the second mode shape 

was predominantly torsional and the loads applied on the staircase was mainly vertical. The frequency 

spectrums of measurements on the straight staircase however show a natural frequency of around 50 

Hz.  
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The frequency spectrums of the recordings in measurement points on the adjacent floors show an 

influence of low frequencies, in the range of 0 to 2 Hz. These are likely from other nearby activities, and 

can to some extent be expected since the building is still under construction. The difference between 

horizontal and vertical accelerations is also smaller for recordings on adjacent floors compared to 

recordings on the staircase.  The frequency spectrums from the impulse loads is much “cleaner” than 

from ascending or descending loads. All frequency spectrums can be found in appendix B. 

The aim with a pace of 3,4 Hz in the straight staircase was that the fourth harmonic would give resonance 

with the first natural frequency. One attempt were made to ascend at a pace of 4.5 Hz, which could 

create a resonance with the third harmonic, but it was too hard for the subject to keep that pace. In the 

curved staircase, the aim was to have a pace of 3,3 Hz, were the third harmonic could create resonance 

with the first natural frequency. From the frequency spectrum of each recording in the middle of the 

staircases, the actual pace of the subject is visible, see appendix B. The pace varies between 3,3 Hz and 

3,5 Hz for both ascending and descending  in the straight staircase, and between 3,25 and 3,4 Hz for the 

curved staircase. The peak representing the pace in the frequency spectrum is more distinct (higher and 

narrower) for ascends then for descends, suggesting that it is easier to keep a pace when ascending than 

descending, something that the subject also expressed.    

Comparing the acceleration time histories for one-third octave bands presented in appendix C, some 

conclusions can be made. Frequencies of 2,5 Hz and below have comparatively low acceleration for all 

loading cases for both stairs. The one-third octave bands of 3,15 and 4 Hz have a little higher 

accelerations and is presumably excited by the load frequency, which is between these frequencies. The 

one-third octave bands that experience the highest accelerations at descending, is for the straight 

staircase 12,5 Hz and 16 Hz, which is on either side of the natural frequency on the staircase. High 

accelerations are also experienced at 50 Hz, which is a higher natural frequency that also appears on the 

frequency spectrum. When ascending the straight staircase the largest acceleration instead appears at 50 

Hz, but significant accelerations also appear at 12,5 and 16 Hz. For the curved staircase, a little higher 

accelerations appear for the one-third octave band of 8 Hz and 10 Hz, which is close to the first natural 

frequency. But the highest accelerations obtained at both ascending and descending have a frequency of 

20 Hz, which is consistent with the second natural frequency. The one-third octave band of 25 Hz also 

experience high accelerations, but for higher frequencies accelerations are lower.   

Comparing maximum RMS accelerations at ascending and descending, the acceleration is higher when 

descending, which is consistent with literature. If we decide that the ISO acceleration limits for 

walkways are reasonable to use for staircases as well, we can observe that the straight staircase have 

some problems with exceeding the acceleration limits, while the curved staircase experiences maximum 

RMS accelerations considerably below the ISO-curve for acceleration limits. Maximum RMS 

acceleration from all measurements are plotted in appendix D. 

For measurements at the bottom or top of the straight staircase, or on adjacent floors, the accelerations 

are far from the acceleration limit ISO-curves for floors, for both ascending and descending. At 

ascending the RMS accelerations are in the vertical direction exceeding the ISO limit for floors, but are 

safely below the ISO-curve for walkways. In the horizontal directions, the accelerations are also below 

the ISO limit for floors. When descending the straight staircase however, measured RMS accelerations 

in the vertical direction are above the limiting ISO-curves. In the horizontal direction along the staircase 

the acceleration is higher than the ISO limit for floors but below that of walkways. RMS accelerations 

at the top and bottom of the curved staircase or adjacent floors, are also well below the limiting ISO-

curves for both ascending and descending. At ascending vertical RMS accelerations in the middle of the 

staircase are slightly over the ISO limit for floors, but still well under the ISO limit for walkways. 

Horizontal RMS accelerations in the middle of the curved staircase are below the ISO limit of floors for 

both ascending and descending. At descending of the curved staircase the vertical RMS accelerations 

are just below the limiting ISO-curve for walkways.   
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Chapter 5  

Finite element models  

5.1  Summary  

The staircases will interact with the adjacent structure and its dynamic response will be affected not only 

by the modeling choices made for the staircase itself, but also by the choices made for the adjacent 

floors. The configuration of the connection between the staircase and adjacent floors also has a big 

impact on the dynamic response. 

The finite element program Brigade Plus have been used for the modeling and analyses of the staircases. 

Some simplifications have been made in order to obtain reasonably large models that still bear a good 

resemblance to the real staircases. Only the structural parts are modeled. Connections and boundary 

conditions have not been modeled in detail, but replaced with conditions that allow the structure to move 

in certain DOFs and keeps it fixed in other. Material properties are chosen based on the Eurocodes and 

recommendations in literature for FE-models.   

Three main analyses of the models are made. In the first analysis, the natural frequencies and mode 

shapes are evaluated. The second analysis calculates the response of an impulse load on the staircase, 

and the third analysis calculates the dynamic response of the staircases when subjected to a load caused 

by a person ascending or descending.  

 

5.2  Modeling choices  

Only structural parts of the staircase and adjacent floors are modeled. Non-structural parts are assumed 

to not contribute to stiffness, but the weight of non-structural parts, with considerable mass, are 

incorporated through an increased density in structural parts. Equal modeling choices have been made 

for the straight and the curved staircase. Variances are due to differences in geometry and design.  

The staircases are mainly modeled with shell elements. The treads and risers of the steps and the stringers 

are modeled as shell elements with measurements corresponding with drawings. The L-beams in the 

straight staircase are also modeled with shell elements, however the HSQ- and L-beams in the curved 

staircase are modeled with beam elements. This is because it is geometrically very hard to model these 

beams as shell elements. The handrails are assumed to be non-structural parts, and are hence not 

modeled.  The HDF- and RD-plates are modeled with shell elements with equivalent moment of inertia 

and thickness. The casting on the HDF- and RD-plates are assumed to contribute in mass, but not in 

stiffness. The beams in the floors are modeled with beam elements. The center point of the beams are, 

as a simplification, assumed to be on the same level as the middle of the RD- and HDF-plate. Figure 5.1 

and 5.2 show the models constructed in Brigade for each staircase. Some details and beams underneath 

the staircases are displayed in figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.1. Model of the straight staircase and adjacent floors in Brigade. 

 

 
Figure 5.2. Model of curved staircase and adjacent floors in Brigade. 

 

 
Figure 5.3. The straight and curved staircase models from underneath. 
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5.2.1  Material properties 

RD-plates are modeled as massive plates. The RD-plates are made of concrete of class C30/37 [44]. The 

elasticity module and density of concrete used is according to SS-EN 1992-1-1 [40]. The density have 

however been modified to incorporate the weight of the casting on top of the RD-plate.  

HDF-plates are modeled as massive plates with moment of inertia equal to that of a real HDF-plate. 

Thus they have an equivalent thickness corresponding to the moment of inertia. To match the weight of 

the HDF-plates the density have been modified. The weight of the casting on top of the HDF is included 

in the modified density, but it is not assumed to contribute to the stiffness. To resemble the properties 

of a HDF-plate, the concrete is modeled to have orthotropic material properties. The concrete specified 

for the HDF-plates is of class C40/50 which according to SS-EN 1992-1-1 yield an elasticity module of 

35 GPa [44, 40]. The resuming properties are calculated with equation 5.1 to 5.5 given by Abbas 

Zangeneh PhD student at KTH [42].  

The steel used in beams and parts of the staircases are all made of quality S355. The elasticity module 

and density is chosen according to SS-EN 1993-1-1 [41]. The density of the steel used in the steps is 

however modified to incorporate the weight of the limestone. It is assumed that the limestone does not 

contribute to the stiffness of the steps. 

The damping is assumed to be 2% of the critical for the concrete [42]. For the steel the damping is 

assumed to be the average measured damping for each staircase respectively. The damping is modeled 

as Rayleigh damping. It is calibrated for the first and second mode. The material properties used in 

Brigade are displayed in table 5.1.    

 

Table 5.1. Material properties used in Brigade. 

 
Steel S355 HDF C40/50 RD C30/37 

Mechanical type Elastic Isotropic Elastic Lamina Elastic Isotropic 

E-module 210 ∙ 109 35 ∙ 109 33 ∙ 109 

Density 7800 kg/m3 1409,236 kg/m3 * 2734 kg/m3 * 

Poisson’s ratio 0,3 0,2 0,2 

Damping Alpha 1,565415667 1,956769584 1,956769584 

Damping Beta 0,000159874 0,000199843 0,000199843 

 

 

𝐸2 = 0,2 ∙ 𝐸1      Equation 5.1 

𝑛𝑢12 = 0,4 / [𝐸2 ∙ (1
𝐸1

⁄ + 1
𝐸2

⁄ )]    Equation 5.2 

𝐺12 = 0,8 ∙ √𝐸1 ∙ 𝐸2    Equation 5.3 

𝐺13 =  𝐸1 (2 ∙ (1 + 0,2))⁄      Equation 5.4 

𝐺23 =  𝐸2 (2 ∙ (1 + 0,2))⁄     Equation 5.5 
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5.2.2  Mesh and convergence analysis  

To ensure that the finite element models have achieved a good solution a convergence analysis have 

been conducted. An appropriate, for the analyses that are conducted, mesh size and element type have 

to be investigated. This have been performed by decreasing the mesh size by half, until the result 

between two mesh sizes are less than 1% and also comparing linear formulation with quadratic 

formulation. For the mesh on the floors and beams elements sizes of 0,05 m, 0,10 m and 0,15 m were 

tested, and for the stair element sizes of 0,02 m, 0,04 m and 0,08 m were tested. Data from the 

convergence analysis can be found in appendix E.    

The element type decided upon for the floors were an 8-node doubly curved thick shell, with reduced 

integration. The formulation was quadratic, and the geometry was set to mainly quadratic. There were 

6 DOFs per node. The element type used for the beams in the floors were 3-node quadratic beam in 

space. The formulation was quadratic. The elements used for the staircase where the same as for the 

floors. The element size decided upon was 0,04 m for all parts in the staircase, and 0,10 m for all adjacent 

structures. When using linear formulation or not using reduced integration the frequency increases 

slightly but more than 1%. The element sizes entered are approximate. Quadrilateral elements are used 

for shells.  

Top-down free meshing is used in all cases. With top-down meshing the outer boundaries of the mesh 

is defined by the geometry of the part [27]. The free meshing technique can cover almost any geometry, 

but does not provide any user control of the meshing pattern. No mesh controls are used.    

A number of dynamic analyzes are conducted and a time step have to be chosen for these. The time step 

used for a dynamic analysis is chosen after how high frequencies that should be include in the dynamic 

response. A guideline for the time step, 𝑑𝑡, is equation 5.6 [43]. The three first natural frequencies were 

judged to be the absolute least amount that had to be included. The third natural frequency was for both 

staircases below 25 Hz and the time step initially used thus became 0,001 s. Which amount to that 

frequencies up to 25 Hz is definitely included in the dynamic response, but the dynamic response could 

include as high frequencies as 100 Hz according to equation 5.6.  

 

1

40 ∙ 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
 > 𝑑𝑡 >

1

10 ∙ 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

where 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum frequency to be included in the dynamic response 

     

 In convergence testing purposes time steps of 0,0005 s and 0,002 s were also tested. For all dynamic 

analyses of the impulse loads the time step finally became 0,001 s and for all ascending and descending 

analyses the time step finally became 0,002 s. The total analysis time for the impulse loads were 2 

seconds and for ascending and descending between 9 and 10 seconds. These analysis times were judge 

to provide good enough frequency resolution.  

 

5.2.3  Constraints  

The staircases are both modeled as one part. The floors are modeled with each beam and HDF as a 

separate part. The floor and beam elements are then connected with tie-constraints, with the beams 

chosen as master nodes. The straight staircase is connected to the beams above and below with coupling 

constraints. The coupling is made from two points on the HSQ-beams aligned with the left and right 

Equation 5.6 
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stringer respectively, to one point on each stringer. Translational movements are fixed in all directions. 

Rotational movement are free around the axis of the beams, and fixed in all other directions. The curved 

staircase is connected to the adjacent RD-plates with coupling constraints. There are five coupling 

constrains per attachment. The two couplings on each side represent the attachment of the stringers, and 

the three in the middle represent the three steel plates that are welded to the stair and to steel in the RD-

plate. All coupling constraints in the curved staircase are fixed in all translational and rotational 

directions. The couplings for both staircases are displayed in figure 5.4. 

 

   
Figure 5.4. Connections between the staircases and adjacent structures. 

 

The influence of the configuration of the connection between the staircase and adjacent structure have 

been studied. Having only the three translational DOFs fixed compared to having all six DOFs in the 

connection fixed only have a very small impact on the natural frequencies, the difference is about 1% 

or less. The natural frequencies of the straight staircase are considerably affected by how many points 

of the staircase that is modeled to be in the connection. The natural frequencies of the curved staircase 

are also affected by the amount of points in the connection, but not as extensively. For both staircases 

the first natural frequency is most affected by changes in the connection. The first natural frequency of 

the straight staircase increases with 12% when the connection is made with two points instead of one, 

and with 19% when the connection is made with a line, with the same length as the bearing, on the 

stringer. The first natural frequency of the curved staircase is increased by 8%, if the connection is made 

to a line instead of a single point. The natural frequencies obtained with different connections between 

to the staircases are displayed in table 5.2 and 5.3. 
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Table 5.2. Comparison between different couplings between the staircase and adjacent structure for 

the straight staircase. 

Natural frequency 1st 

[Hz] 
2nd 

[Hz] 
3rd 

[Hz] 
4th 

[Hz] 
5th 

[Hz] 

Connected to 1 point on stringer 

5 DOFs fixed *used in model 
13,55 18,59 22,85 41,95 45,63 

Connected to 1 point on stringer 

3 DOFs fixed 
13,55 18,56 22,84 41,90 45,58 

Connected to 1 point on stringer 

6 DOFs fixed 
13,69 18,76 22,89 41,99 45,66 

Connected to 2 points on stringer 

6 DOFs fixed 
15,38 19,87 23,21 42,22 45,84 

Connected to line on stringer 

6 DOFs fixed 
16,32 20,48 23,47 42,54 45,99 

 

 

Table 5.3. Comparison between different couplings between the staircase and adjacent structure for 

the curved staircase. 

Natural frequency 1st 

[Hz] 
2nd 

[Hz] 
3rd 

[Hz] 
4th 

[Hz] 
5th 

[Hz] 

Connected to 1 point on stringer 

6 DOFs fixed *used in model 
9,55 20,68 21,88 23,86 27,98 

Connected to 1 point on stringer 

5 DOFs fixed 
9,45 20,52 21,85 23,82 27,87 

Connected to 1 point on stringer 

3 DOFs fixed 
9,44 20,47 21,83 23,82 27,84 

Connected to line on stringer 

6 DOFs fixed 
10,37 21,65 22,20 24,48 28,92 

 

 

5.2.4  Boundary conditions  

Boundary conditions can in Brigade Plus be defined in a node or along an edge. Beams are assumed to 

only have a boundary condition at the end node, while floors can have boundary conditions along an 

edge if for example it is adjacent to a structural wall. The boundary conditions for the straight and the 

curved staircase is displayed in figure 5.5 and figure 5.6 respectively. The beam ends connecting to the 

elevator wall are fixed in all translational and rotations directions. The beam ends towards the atrium 

are also fixed in all DOFs. The HDF attaching to the elevator wall are fixed in translational and rotation 

direction along the edge towards the wall. The HDF running along the elevator wall is fixed in all 

translational directions, but only around one rotational DOF. The edge is free to bend around the edge 

and in a horizontal plane. The edge of the HDF towards the atrium is fixed in all directions and rotations. 

The boundaries towards adjacent HDF- plates that are not modeled are left free.  
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Figure 5.5. Boundary conditions around straight staircase. 

 

 
Figure 5.6. Boundary conditions around curved staircase. 

 

A small analysis has been conducted of the impact of boundary conditions of the adjacent structure on 

the natural frequencies of the staircases. Table 5.4 and 5.5 display the natural frequencies obtained with 

different boundary conditions for the straight and curved staircase respectively. Three different cases 

are compared for each staircase, the boundary conditions used in further analyses, boundary conditions 

which are fixed in all DOFs, and boundary conditions with as many free DOFs as reasonable with regard 

to the design.  

The difference for the first natural frequency between fixed and free boundary conditions is less than 

0,5 Hz for both staircases, which corresponds to a variation of less than 5%. For the second natural 

frequency, the variation is about 2 Hz for the straight staircase and about 3 Hz for the curved staircase, 

which corresponds to a variation of 10% and 17% respectively. For the third natural frequency of the 

curved staircase the variation is also quite moderate at 10% and a difference of 2 Hz between fixed and 
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free boundary conditions. The change in higher natural frequencies are bigger, up to 40% for the third 

natural frequency for the straight staircase.        

 

Table 5.4. Comparison between different boundary conditions for the adjacent floors for the model  

 of the straight staircase.  

Natural 

frequency 

Model boundary 

condition 

Boundary conditions 

fixed in all DOFs 

Boundary conditions with 

mostly free DOFs 

1st frequency 13,55 Hz 13,59 Hz 13,13 Hz 

2nd frequency 18,59 Hz 18,95 Hz 17,10 Hz 

3rd frequency 22,85 Hz 29,11 Hz 20,31 Hz 

4th frequency 41,95 Hz 43,96 Hz 37,92 Hz 

5th frequency 45,63 Hz 47,97 Hz 45,19 Hz 

 

 

Table 5.5. Comparison between different boundary conditions for the adjacent floors for the model  

 of the curved staircase.  

Natural 

frequency 

Model boundary 

condition 

Boundary conditions 

fixed in all DOFs 

Boundary conditions with 

mostly free DOFs 

1st frequency 9,55  Hz 9,56 Hz 9,15 Hz 

2nd frequency 20,68 Hz 20,77 Hz 17,14 Hz 

3rd frequency 21,88 Hz 23,13 Hz 21,06 Hz 

4th frequency 23,86 Hz 27,98 Hz 27,12 Hz 

5th frequency 27,98 Hz 32,07 Hz 35,75 Hz 

 

 

An evaluation of how including different amount of the adjacent structure affects the natural frequencies 

of the staircases have also been conducted. The evaluation shows how much of the adjacent structure 

that is modeled, have effect on the natural frequencies of the staircase. The different possibilities 

analyzed and the obtained natural frequencies are displayed in table 5.6 and 5.7.  

If only the HDF-plates in front of the straight staircase is included in the model, the first and second 

natural frequency changes less than 1% compared to the original model. The third natural frequency 

does however disappear while the fourth and fifth changes less than 5%. If only the HDF-plates parallel 

to the staircase is included in the model, the change in natural frequency is around 10%. If no adjacent 

structure is modeled and boundary conditions are implemented at the top and bottom of the staircase, 

the change for the first natural frequency is less than 4% compared to the original model. The third and 

fourth natural frequency is however lost.  

Comparing a model with the RD-plates and I-beam as the only adjacent structure and the original model, 

the first natural frequency decreases with 3%, but higher natural frequencies decrease with up to 14%. 

Models of the curved staircase not including the RD-plates loses the fourth natural frequency and present 

a fifth natural frequency almost twice as high as the original model. The models of the curved staircase 

with no adjacent structure, show an increase in the first natural frequency of more than 10%, which is 

not acceptable.   
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Table 5.6. Comparison between different adjacent structures connected to the straight staircase. 

Natural frequency 1st 

[Hz] 
2nd 

[Hz] 
3rd 

[Hz] 
4th 

[Hz] 
5th 

[Hz] 

All floors and beams included 

*used in model 
13,55 18,59 22,85 41,95 45,63 

Floors in front of staircase and 

beams around 
13,51 18,65 - 42,82 47,89 

Floors parallel to the staircase 

and beams around 
12,79 16,35 21,41 37,54 49,85 

Only connection beams  12,40 15,12 18,62 35,82 44,77 

Boundary conditions at top and 

bottom of stair, 6 DOFs fixed 
14,07 21,00 - - 47,71 

Boundary conditions at top and 

bottom of stair, 3 DOFs fixed 
13,93 20,69 - - 47,45 

 

Table 5.7. Comparison between different adjacent structures connected to the curved staircase. 

Natural frequency 1st 

[Hz] 
2nd 

[Hz] 
3rd 

[Hz] 
4th 

[Hz] 
5th 

[Hz] 

All floors and beams included 

*used in model 
9,55 20,68 21,88 23,86 27,98 

RD-plates and I-beams 9,25 19,15 19,69 20,63 25,46 

RD-plates with boundary 

conditions for I-beams 
9,94 20,66 26,10 - 46,93 

Boundary conditions at top and 

bottom of stair, 6 DOFs fixed 
10,94 22,44 27,23 - 51,22 

Boundary conditions at top and 

bottom of stair, 3 DOFs fixed 
10,76 22,16 26,83 - 50,91 

 

 

5.2.5  Loads and Analyses 

Three different main analyses have been performed with the FE-models of the staircases. The first 

analysis is a “Linear perturbation, Frequency”- analysis, which aims to determine the natural frequencies 

and mode shapes of the modeled staircases. The frequency analysis is very crucial for further analyses. 

The model must attain natural frequencies and mode shapes that well matches the behavior of the real 

staircase in order to resemble the result of the measurement for more complicated analyses. In the 

frequency analysis no load is applied to the structure. As previously mentioned, different boundary 

conditions and connections between staircase and adjacent floor have been tested to study the influence 

of these. Frequency analyses have also been conducted with different amount of the adjacent structure 

present.    

In the second analysis the response of an applied impulse load is analyzed. The step used in Brigade 

Plus is “Dynamic, implicit”. The impulse load is to resemble the jumps made on the staircases by the 

subject. It is modeled after the recommendations in ISO 10137 for a jump from a height of 200 mm, see 

section 3.2.4. The load is applied as a uniform pressure over a surface of 200x200 mm rather than a 

concentrated force, since a concentrated force created unreasonable local accelerations in the model. 

The real staircases have a top surface of limestone, that even though it is assumed to not provide 
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stiffness, distributes the impulse over a larger area of the thread, this of course affects the local behavior. 

Where the impulse loads are applied on the staircases is displayed in figure 5.7.  

A modified version of the ISO formulation of the impulse load have also been tried. The modified ISO 

formulations have a peak force that is 70% of the peak force in the original ISO formulation, and a pulse 

duration which is (1/0,7) times longer than the pulse duration in the original ISO formulation. Hence the 

impulse is just as large for the modified ISO impulse as for the original ISO impulse. A normalized 

force-time history of the two impulse loads used are plotted in figure 5.8. 

 

 
Figure 5.7. Impulse load in the staircase models. 

 
Figure 5.8. Normalized force-time history of the impulse loads. 

 

The third analysis aims to reconstruct the load introduced by a human descending or ascending a 

staircase, and the response of the staircase to this load. Figure 5.9 displays were the step loads are applied 
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in the staircase. The step loads are applied as a uniform pressures to surfaces of 50x150 mm instead of 

concentrated forces because of reasons previously mentioned. The load is formulated with Fourier series 

and has a pace of 3,3 Hz. Two different loading formulations are used. The first is the load formulation 

in ISO 10137 that contains two harmonics, and the second load formulation is taken from results in 

Bishop et al. (1995) [1,2]. The numerical coefficients of all harmonics for all load formulations is 

presented in table 5.8. A conservative choice for harmonics below the natural frequency of the structure 

is according to ISO 10137 a phase angle of π/2 rad, this is therefore used for all harmonics and load 

cases [1]. Based on the pace the load is formulated so the subject always have one foot in the air, i.e. 

load is only applied to one step at a time. Figure 5.10 display plots of normalized force-time histories of 

the different load formulations for ascending and descending. 

 

 
Figure 5.9. Step load in the staircase models. 

 

 

Table 5.8. Harmonic values for different load formulations.  

Numerical 

coefficient 

ISO load 

formulation [1] 
Bishop load 

formulation ascent [2] 
Bishop load 

formulation descent [2] 

1st harmonic 1,1 1,51 1,0 

2nd harmonic 0,22 0,13 0,31 

3rd harmonic - 0,20 0,23 

4th harmonic - 0,12 0,11 
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Figure 5.10. Force-time of Fourier loads for ascends and descends. 

 

5.3  Results from finite element model 

 

5.3.1  Natural Frequency Analysis 

The model of the straight staircase captures the measured first natural frequency really well, but not 

exactly the second natural frequency, however the difference is still less than 10% which is considered 

acceptable. The model of the curved staircase captures both the first and the second natural frequency 

well, with a difference of less than 3%. The natural frequencies obtained in the model analyzes are 

presented in table 5.9 together with measured natural frequencies. 

 

Table 5.9. Natural frequencies calculated in Brigade model compared to measurements. 

 Model Measurements 

Straight stair Curved stair Straight stair Curved stair 

First Natural Frequency 13,55 Hz 9,55  Hz 13,54 Hz 9,61 Hz 

Second Natural Frequency 18,59 Hz 20,68 Hz 20,12 Hz 20,23 Hz 

Third Natural Frequency 22,85 Hz 21,88 Hz - - 

Fourth Natural Frequency 41,95 Hz 23,86 Hz - - 

Fifth Natural Frequency 45,63 Hz 27,98 Hz 50,99 Hz - 

 

 

The first four mode shapes of the straight staircase is displayed in figure 5.11 and 5.12 and the first four 

modes of the curved staircase is displayed in figure 5.13 and 5.14. The mode shapes attained in Brigade 
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bear resemblance to the mode shapes attained in RFEM in the pre-measurement analyses, which can be 

found in Appendix E. For the straight staircase, the first mode shape in both the RFEM and Brigade 

models is vertical with a half-sine shape, while the second and third mode shapes are torsional. The 

fourth mode shape for the straight staircase is slightly more different between the models, but the mode 

shape is mainly vertical with a full sine shape. For the curved staircase both models have a first mode 

shape that is mainly vertical with the outer stringer twisting more than the inner stringer. The second, 

third and fourth mode shapes in the models all bear pretty good resemblance with a shape that is mainly 

a vertical mode with a full sine shape with more torsional streak for higher modes.  

 

 

 
(a)    (b) 

Figure 5.11. First (a) and second (b) mode shape of straight staircase in Brigade. 

 

 
(a)    (b) 

Figure 5.12. Third (a) and fourth (b) mode shape of straight staircase in Brigade. 
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(a)    (b) 

Figure 5.13. First (a) and second (b) mode shape of curved staircase in Brigade. 

 

 

 
(a)    (b) 

Figure 5.14. Third (a) and fourth (b) mode shape of curved staircase in Brigade.  

 

 

5.3.2  Results Impact Load Analysis 

When an impulse load formulated according to ISO 10137 is applied to the staircases the response 

displayed in figure 5.15 and 5.17 is obtained for the straight and curved staircase respectively. The 

acceleration in the Brigade model is almost twice as high as the measured response, for the straight 

staircase, and for the curved staircase the acceleration response in Brigade is more than twice as high as 

the measured response. In the frequency spectrum plots of these responses, figure 5.16 and 5.18, the 

response at natural frequency is multiple times higher for the model than for the real staircase. It is not 

entirely surprising that the models give a more distinct answer at the resonance frequencies, while the 

response from the real staircases includes more frequencies.   

The modified ISO impulse load, plotted in figure 5.19 and 5.21, give a transient that is just slightly 

higher than the measured transient. The width of the transient created in the model also matches the 

width of the transient of the measured signal. Over all, there is a good resemblance between the measured 

response and the response from the model with a modified ISO formulation of the impulse load. The 

damping, however, seem to be a bit lower in the models than in the real structure. The response in 

frequency spectrum of the modified ISO impulse load is still larger at the first natural frequencies than 

the measured response, as displayed in figure 5.20 and 5.22. 
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Figure 5.15. Comparison between acceleration time history from recorded data for the straight 

staircase and Brigade results due to ISO formulation for the impulse load. 

 

 
Figure 5.16. Comparison between frequency spectrum from recorded data for the straight staircase and 

Brigade results due to ISO formulation for the impulse load. 
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Figure 5.17. Comparison between acceleration time history from recorded data for the curved staircase 

and Brigade results due to ISO formulation for the impulse load. 

 

 
Figure 5.18. Comparison between frequency spectrum from recorded data for the curved staircase and 

Brigade results due to ISO formulation for the impulse load.   
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Figure 5.19. Comparison between acceleration time history from recorded data for the straight 

staircase and Brigade results due to modified ISO formulation for the impulse load. 

 

 
Figure 5.20. Comparison between frequency spectrum from recorded data for the straight staircase and 

Brigade results due to modified ISO formulation for the impulse load. 
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Figure 5.21. Comparison between acceleration time history from recorded data for the curved staircase 

and Brigade results due to modified ISO formulation for the impulse load. 

 

 
Figure 5.22. Comparison between frequency spectrum from recorded data for the curved staircase and 

Brigade results due to modified ISO formulation for the impulse load. 
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5.3.3  Results Human Introduced load 

The load introduced by a subject ascending or descending a staircase have been modeled in two ways 

respectively. The first is with a formulation of the load consistent with ISO 10137, and the second is 

with a formulation according to Bishop et al. (1995) [2]. The acceleration responses from the Brigade 

models in the measurement point in the staircase, MP 1 (see figure 4.11 and 4.12), have been plotted 

with measured acceleration responses in figure 5.23 to 5.30. Figure 5.23 and 5.24 pertains to descent of 

the straight staircase, while figure 5.25 and 5.26 pertains to ascent of the straight staircase. Descent of 

the curved staircase is displayed in figure 5.27 and 5.28, and ascent of the curved staircase is displayed 

in figure 5.29 and 5.30.   

The formulation of human introduced ascending/descending load recommended by ISO 10137 is found 

to not yield a response that matches the measured response for descends. The acceleration response in 

both the straight staircase and the curved staircase fluctuates more in the measurements, while the ISO 

load formulation only create big response fluctuations as the load is applied to each step. The load 

formulation suggested by Bishop creates a response that better matches the response measured at 

descent. The accelerations at descent in the curved stair model is however substantially larger than the 

measured response.  

The response created with the ISO load formulation seem to match the measured response for ascends 

better. The shape of the responses is similar with big variations in acceleration as the load is applied, 

and much smaller fluctuations when the load is removed. The acceleration response in the models when 

the load is applied close to the measurement point is however too high, and the acceleration response in 

the models when the load is applied far from the measurement point is too low, for both the straight and 

curved staircase. The Bishop load formulation for ascents also yield too large accelerations when the 

load is applied close to the measurement point. The acceleration that arises from the Bishop load 

formulation for ascending is again significantly larger than the measured response for the curved 

staircase, while the response in the straight staircase model is only slightly larger than measured.     
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Figure 5.23. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with ISO formulation 

for descending the straight staircase.  

 

 
Figure 5.24. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with Bishop´s 

formulation for descending the straight staircase.  
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Figure 5.25. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with ISO formulation 

for ascending the straight staircase. 

 
Figure 5.26. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with Bishop´s 

formulation for ascending the straight staircase. 
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Figure 5.27. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with ISO formulation 

for descending the curved staircase.  

 
Figure 5.28. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with Bishop´s 

formulation for descending the curved staircase. 
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Figure 5.29. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with ISO formulation 

for ascending the curved staircase. 

 

 
Figure 5.30. Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade response with Bishop´s 

formulation for ascending the curved staircase. 
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Comparisons between maximum RMS acceleration results from measurements and model have been 

plotted in figure 5.31 to 5.38. Figure 5.31 and figure 5.32 compares measurements and model for a 

descent of the straight staircase. In figure 5.31 the descent load have the ISO subscribed load formulation 

in the model, but in figure 5.32 the load is formulated according to Bishop et al. (1995) [2]. Bishop’s 

load formulation results in a response that better matches the measured response, in magnitude at the 

first natural frequency, the load frequency and double the load frequency, than the ISO load formulation.  

Figure 5.33 and 5.34 display the maximum RMS acceleration obtained from ascending the straight 

staircase. In figure 5.33 the ISO load formulation have been used, and in figure 5.34 Bishop´s load 

formulation for ascending have been used. The ISO load formulation accords with the magnitude of the 

maximum RMS acceleration at the first natural frequency, the load frequency and double the load 

frequency. The response due to Bishop´s load formulation when ascending the straight stair is almost 

twice as high at the first natural frequency compared to the measurements. 

The best accordance between the model and measurements for ascending and descending the straight 

staircase is obtained at frequencies close to the first natural frequency, the frequency of the load and 

double the frequency of the load. But the maximum RMS acceleration generated by the model is still a 

bit low in in between, above, and below these frequencies. 

Maximum RMS acceleration spectrums for descents in the curved staircase are compared with the 

response from the FE-models with ISO formulated load, and Bishop´s formulation of the load in figure 

5.35 and figure 5.36 The ISO load formulation for descent yields a maximum RMS acceleration that is 

too low both for the first and second natural frequency. The Bishop formulation for descends yield a 

RMS response which is multiple times higher for the first natural frequency, but still low for the second 

natural frequency. Both load formulations yield responses in RMS accelerations that are significantly 

higher at the load frequency and double the load frequency. Both load formulations also underestimate 

the maximum RMS acceleration for frequencies below 2 Hz, and overestimate maximum RMS 

accelerations for frequencies above 50 Hz.  

 In figure 5.37 and 5.38 the maximum RMS accelerations due to ascent from the models are compared 

with the measured response. The ISO ascend load formulation yields too high accelerations for the first 

natural frequency, but too low for the second natural frequency. Bishop´s load formulation produces a 

maximum RMS acceleration at the first natural frequency which is unreasonable high compared to 

measurements, and RMS accelerations at the second natural frequency that are twice as high. Just as for 

descending both load formulations yield responses in RMS accelerations that are significantly higher 

for the load frequency and double the load frequency. 
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Figure 5.31. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with ISO formulated load and measurements due to descent in the straight stair. 

 

 
Figure 5.32. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with Bishop formulated load and measurements due to descent in the straight stair. 

Measurement 1 response 

Measurement 2 response 

Brigade response 

Measurement 1 response 

Measurement 2 response 

Brigade response 
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Figure 5.33. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with ISO formulated load and measurements due to ascent in the straight stair. 

 

 
Figure 5.34. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with Bishop formulated load and measurements due to ascent in the straight stair. 
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Figure 5.35. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with ISO formulated load and measurements due to descent in the curved stair. 

 

 
Figure 5.36. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with Bishop formulated load and measurements due to descent in the curved stair. 
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Figure 5.37. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with ISO formulated load and measurements due to ascent in the curved stair. 

 

 
Figure 5.38. Comparison between maximum RMS accelerations as a function of frequency between 

Brigade response with Bishop formulated load and measurements due to ascent in the curved stair. 
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5.4  Discussion  

The configuration of the connection between the staircase and the beam have great influence on the first 

natural frequency of the staircases. The influence on the second natural frequency is also significant, 

while the influence on higher frequencies is small. The natural frequencies of the straight staircase is 

more influenced by changes in the connection than the curved staircase. This could be because the 

straight staircase is only connected in two points at the top and bottom respectively, while the curved 

staircase is connected in five point at each end.  

Several different boundary conditions for the adjacent floors are tested in the model. A comparison have 

been made between the extreme of fixing all boundary conditions in both translational and rotational 

directions, and the opposite extreme of only fixing boundary conditions in as few translational directions 

as still reasonable with regard to the design. This indicates that the boundary conditions, that are 

reasonable to assume for the designs, only have a small impact on the, for this application, most relevant 

natural frequencies. Fixing all boundary conditions in both translational and rotational directions 

produce a difference of less than 0,5 Hz for the first natural frequency compared to only fixing boundary 

conditions in as few translational directions as reasonable, for both staircase models. For the second 

natural frequency the difference is between 1 and 2 Hz. For the third to fifth natural frequency however, 

change in boundary conditions have a big impact. The difference is between 3 and 10 Hz. The analysis 

indicate that stiffer boundary conditions almost always result in higher natural frequencies. For some 

modes in the models this is very evident, and some modes are almost not affected.  

The model can be considered quite stable with respect to boundary conditions. If some boundary 

conditions chosen are proven to be slightly wrong, this will likely not have a great impact on the dynamic 

response of the staircases, especially since the response is dominated by the two first natural frequencies 

and mode shapes. It is however more important that the connections between the staircase and adjacent 

structure is modeled correctly, since the two first natural frequencies that dominate the response are 

greatly affected by variations in connections. Different boundary conditions and connection does not 

have a considerable effect on the mode shapes. The amount of adjacent structure included can however 

affect the mode shapes significantly, some mode shape even disappear when the adjacent structure is 

reduced. 

The responses displayed in figure 5.15 to 5.18 shows that the ISO formulated impulse load does not give 

a response that is similar in magnitude to the recorded response. The shape of the response is however 

similar, which indicates that the models performs well. Since the ISO formulation of an impulse load is 

modeled for floors and not staircases, it is not surprising that measured and model response do not match. 

Peter Blom at ACAD International AB have previously used the ISO formulation for impulse jumps on 

concrete floors with good resemblance between measurement and model [43]. A steel staircase will 

generally be a more flexible structure than a concrete floor. The stiffness of the structure affects the peak 

force and pulse duration of the impulse, even if the impulse is created in a standardized way. The more 

flexible stair will thus deform as the load is applied, decreasing the peak force and increasing the pulse 

duration of the impulse.  

A modified version of the ISO impulse load was therefore formulated with the assumption that the 

impulse should be equal to that of the original ISO impulse load formulation. For the two staircases in 

this case study, an impulse load that have a peak force 70% of the ISO peak force and 1/0.7 times longer 

pulse duration, is an appropriate formulation of the impulse load. The staircases are in some way 

different, but they have the same dimensions for stringers, threads and risers, which greatly affects the 

stiffness of the structure. Thus from these results alone, it is not possible to determine a magnitude and 

pulse duration that it is appropriate to model an impulse load for a staircase. But likely is that if the 

impulse load recommended in ISO 10137 is used for a staircase the acceleration response will be 

overestimated.    
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The response due to impulse loads at the natural frequency in the frequency spectrum is considerable 

higher for the models compared to the measurements, with both the ISO formulation and the modified 

ISO formulation of the load. If comparing the two responses for the straight staircase, we can notice that 

while the peak accelerations of the transient have decreased with over 40%, the accelerations at the 

natural frequency in the frequency spectrum have only decreased by 20%. For the curved staircase the 

decrease in the frequency spectrum between the modified ISO load and the ISO load is 30% for the first 

natural frequency and 75% for the second natural frequency. The difference between the response due 

to the modified ISO impulse and the ISO impulse in the peak acceleration of the transient is a decrease 

of more than 50%. This can depend on that the response in reality engages more frequencies, while the 

response in the model is stronger at the natural frequencies.  

A comparison between the maximum RMS acceleration for each one-third octave band for the measured 

response and Brigade response is appropriate, since the ISO 10137 base curves are formulated in this 

domain. These are thus the acceleration values that will be governing in design, and it is therefore 

important that the model gives reliable results in this domain. 

For descent of the straight staircase the Bishop formulation have good compliance with the measured 

response. In an acceleration-time plot the accelerations are slightly higher than measured but the general 

shape of the response agrees fairly well. In the RMS acceleration spectrum the best accordance between 

the model with Bishop formulated load and measurements, is obtained at frequencies close to the first 

natural frequency, the frequency of the load and double the frequency of the load. The ISO load 

formulation used for descent in the straight staircase yields a completely different response in an 

acceleration-time plot than measured. The RMS accelerations that arise are significantly lower than 

measured, especially at the first natural frequency.  

For descent in the curved staircase however, neither the ISO formulation, nor Bishop´s formulation of 

the load achieve good accordance with the measurements. The ISO formulation gives a maximum RMS 

acceleration that matches the measurements fairly good at the first natural frequency, while the 

maximum RMS acceleration obtained at the second natural frequency is considerably lower than 

measured. Bishop´s formulation on the other hand yield maximum RMS acceleration multiple times 

bigger than measured, while the maximum RMS acceleration at the second natural frequency is just 

slightly lower than measured. The acceleration time response from Bishop´s load formulation have in 

shape better resemblance with the measurements than the response from the ISO load formulation. But 

the magnitude of the accelerations created by Bishop´s load formulation is considerably higher.  

The ISO load formulation have very good accordance with the load from a subject ascending the straight 

staircase. The shape of the response in acceleration-time plots agrees well. However, the maximum 

RMS acceleration obtained at the first natural frequency is somewhat low. Bishop´s formulation for 

ascending load also yields a maximum RMS acceleration spectrum that bear fairly good resemblance to 

the measured response of the straight staircase. The RMS acceleration at the first natural frequency is 

however almost twice the measured RMS acceleration, which can be an unnecessary big safety margin. 

The shape of the response in time domain does not agree with the measured response.  

At ascent in the curved staircase the ISO load model yields a response that have good agreement with 

the measurements in acceleration time plots. However in a maximum RMS acceleration spectrum the 

accelerations at the load frequency, double the load frequency and the first natural frequency are 

overestimated while the acceleration at the second natural frequency is underestimated. Bishop’s load 

formulation yields maximum RMS accelerations that are much higher than measured for almost all 

frequencies and the response in acceleration time domain have bad resemblance to the mesurements.    
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and conclusions 

6.1  Discussion  

The frequency spectrum plots in appendix B revel that the two first natural frequencies of the staircases 

dominate the dynamic behavior at both impulse loads and ascending/descending loads. For these two 

staircases it is thus most important that a model used in design capture these two modes correctly. The 

amount of adjacent structure included greatly affects the natural frequencies and mode shapes. In some 

sense the adjacent structure can be seen as a part of the boundary conditions for the staircase. Choices 

made about structures and connections further away from the staircase will generally have less effect on 

the natural frequencies and mode shapes. The connection between the staircase and the adjacent floors 

is one of the most influential factors on the lower natural frequencies. The boundary conditions of the 

floors only have a low impact on the dynamic response of the staircase since it mainly affects higher 

frequencies.  

The results from the evaluation of including different amount of the adjacent structures indicates that it 

would likely have been sufficient to model a little less of the adjacent structure than chosen. This cannot 

however be said definitely, since the models with less adjacent structure have not been tested in a 

dynamic analysis. The measurements indicates that vibrations propagate to the adjacent structures, 

which makes it reasonable to at least include some of the adjacent structure. Time that can be saved 

when constructing a model with more or less of the adjacent structure is negligible, since beams and 

plates are easy and fast to model. However computational time that can be saved by modeling less of 

the adjacent structure is significant, especially for dynamic analyses. 

The modeling choices made for the staircases themselves have been sufficient since the natural 

frequencies and responses developed resembles the measured response. No specific testing of other 

modeling choices in the staircase are however made. Using shell elements to model each thread, riser 

and stringer seem to be appropriate. The mass of the limestone seem to be appropriately represented 

since the natural frequencies of the staircases are captured reasonably well and the amplitude of the 

accelerations in the impulse jump agrees for the modified formulation. An underestimation of the mass 

can lead to an over estimation of the natural frequencies and an overestimation of the mass can lead to 

too low accelerations [4]. 

The damping measured, and also used in the models, was for the straight staircase 1,78% and for the 

curved staircase 1,69%. This suggests some consistency in damping for these types of slender steel 

staircases considering the difference in geometry, non-structural parts and bearings between the 

staircases. Implementing these damping values through Rayleigh damping seem to yield too low 

damping if comparing measurements from impulse loads and model responses. A damping around 1,6% 

is thus a good approximation on the safe side to start with when designing a slender steel staircase.  

Aspects of the impulse loads are discussed in section 5.4. 

The measured accelerations from ascending and descending have different types of responses. The 

response due to ascending show distinctive acceleration peaks at each footstep while the acceleration is 

multiple times smaller between each peak. This is true for both the straight and the curved staircase, 
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although more pronounced for the straight staircase. The response due to descending does not have 

distinctive peaks in the measured acceleration for each step, but the acceleration fluctuates more 

regularly. This indicates that the load applied at ascending is not the same as the load applied at 

descending. Thus two different load formulations can be expected to be needed.  

ISO 10137 states that only the two first harmonics of human introduced loads on staircases need to be 

incorporated in a load model [1]. This is not consistent with Bishop and Kerr (2001) and with our 

measurement were the third, for the curved staircase, and fourth, for the straight staircase, harmonic is 

at near resonance with the first natural frequency [3]. Furthermore ISO 10137 only provide one load 

formulation for both ascending and descending while Bishop (1995) provides two separate load models 

for ascending and descending. As previously mentioned, the result in this master thesis suggest that two 

separate load models should be used for ascending and descending of a staircase. 

Responses due to the ISO load formulation show distinctive acceleration peaks at each footstep. This 

suggests that a load formulation with two harmonics of the load creates this type of peak behavior in the 

response. Bishop´s load formulations contains four harmonics of the load and generates a response 

which fluctuates more regularly without distinctive higher peaks. Bishop´s load formulation for 

descending thus seems to be more appropriate for descending while the ISO load formulation seem to 

be more appropriate for ascending. Bishop´s load formulation for ascending have lower numerical 

coefficients for the second and third harmonic compared to the load formulation for descent, but still 

give too high accelerations for ascending.  

Three peaks appear in the maximum RMS acceleration spectrums for the straight staircase, at the load 

frequency, double the load frequency and the first natural frequency. They appear both for the ISO load 

formulation and Bishop’s load formulation, and for both ascending and descending. These three peaks 

also appear for the both load formulations for the curved staircase, as well as a fourth peak at the second 

natural frequency.  

The measured response also have more or less pronounced peaks at these frequencies. It is thus most 

important that the models and load formulation performs well at these frequencies. This seem to be the 

case for the straight staircase but not for the curved staircase. Though the measured response in 

maximum RMS acceleration for the straight staircase also have a peak at 50 Hz, which the load models 

do not capture. This particular peak is however not likely to be governing in design, since the limit for 

RMS accelerations is higher for higher frequencies.  

No load formulation yields a response that bear really good resemblance to the measured response of 

both staircases. Bishop´s load formulation for descending and the ISO load formulation used for 

ascending yields responses in the straight staircase that matches the measurements well. The same can 

however not be said for the curved staircases where no load formulation yields a response which matches 

as well as for the straight staircase. For both ascending and descending of the curved staircase the ISO 

load formulation performs best at the first natural frequency and Bishop´s load formulation performs 

best at the second natural frequency in the maximum RMS acceleration spectrum. Both load models 

give significantly too high maximum RMS accelerations at the load frequency and double the load 

frequency for the curved staircase. If comparing responses in the acceleration time domain the ISO load 

formulation performs good for ascent in both staircases and Bishop’s load formulation performs good 

for descent in both staircases. 

Several different vibration acceleration limits are proposed by different standards and research. They 

are not only different in their limiting acceleration but also different in which acceleration measurement 

that should be considered. ISO 10137 is the standard that is applicable in Sweden, and uses the maximum 

RMS acceleration as measurement, but it does not contain specific limits for staircases. This master 

thesis has not tested how people experience different amount of vibrations but the subject introducing 

load, by ascending or descending, in all measurements expressed that he never felt uncomfortable in any 
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of the staircases. Considering the maximum RMS acceleration is above the limiting base curve for 

walkways, when descending the straight staircase without the subject expressing discomfort, this limit 

is probably reasonable to use. Furthermore the use of staircases resemble the use of walkways more, 

than the use of floors. For group loading it will likely be hard to limit the RMS accelerations to the ISO 

base curve for walkways for many lightweight steel staircases.    

 

6.2  Conclusions   

The dynamic response of a staircase subjected to human introduced load is dominated by the lower 

natural frequencies of that staircase. A model used in design should thus capture these natural 

frequencies and mode shapes well. The connection between the staircase and the adjacent structure 

greatly affect the lower natural frequencies. Much thought should therefore be put into modeling this 

connection. With advantage multiple options are tested in the model, keeping in mind that a staircase 

more tightly connected to adjacent structure, with more fixed DOFs or more surface involved in the 

connection, generally have a higher natural frequency.   

In many cases we want to limit the computational time of an analysis. This can of course be done with 

larger mesh or time step. But a third way is to limit the adjacent structure modeled. But since the results 

in this master thesis suggest that vibrations from the staircase propagate into adjacent floors and we thus 

have energy dissipation. The adjacent structure have to be represented in some way, for example with 

boundary conditions together with springs and dashpots. This representation can however be very hard 

to make, and no good recommendations in the literature have been found. 

My personal opinion is that it is more reliable to model some of the adjacent structure. The modeling 

itself is not time consuming. Between 5 and 10 meter of the floor in all directions from the bearings of 

the staircase is probably sufficient, which would mean two or three plates and a couple of beams is all 

that needs to be modeled. If a plate/floor is ended with a beam I recommend modeling it but columns 

and structural walls can be represented with ordinary boundary conditions.    

For the modeling of the staircase itself this master thesis indicates that it is enough to model only 

structural parts of the staircase and including non-structural parts with significant mass as increased 

density. This can however result in accelerations close to an applied load to be unreasonably high 

compared to reality. A good approximation of the damping to use in design for slender steel staircases 

is 1,6%.  

The ISO load formulation for impulse loads will most likely produce a response were accelerations are 

significantly higher than they would be in reality. For more flexible structures, such as staircases, the 

impulse load formulation in ISO 10137 will overestimate the acceleration response of the structure. A 

load formulation where the impulse is equal to what described in ISO but were the maximum force is 

lower and the pulse duration is longer is a more appropriate formulation for an impulse load applied on 

a flexible structure. The exact values of the maximum force and pulse duration is however unclear, and 

will depend on the flexibility of the structure.  

A load formulation for impulses appropriate for most steel staircases can therefore not be determined 

from this case study alone. A higher maximum force and shorter pulse duration will however be an 

assumption on the safe side, though there is no reason to use a formulation with a higher maximum force 

and a shorter pulse duration, than the ISO impulse load formulation. Hopefully future research can use 

the values of the load formulations in this master thesis as a comparison.  

Comparison between measurements of ascending and descending show that different load models 

should be used for ascending and descending because of difference in shape of the response.  However, 

none of the used load formulations clearly have good accordance with measurements for both staircases. 
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The load formulation that perform best for the two staircases together is the ISO load formulation used 

for ascending, however the maximum RMS acceleration is too low for the second natural frequency for 

the curved staircase. For descending the ISO load formulation produce a maximum RMS acceleration 

response that is too low. On the other side Bishop´s load formulations generally give a response that 

either matches the measured response (for descending the straight stair) or is greater than the measured 

response. Which results in that using Bishop´s load formulations seem to be an assumption on the safe 

side. 

At the load frequency and double the load frequency both load models give a little bit too high and 

significantly too high maximum RMS accelerations for the straight staircases and the curved staircase 

respectively. This is something a designer also should be aware of.  

Different formulations of the load give vastly different responses, even if the formulation do not seem 

to be so different, judging from figure 5.10. It is clear that only by varying the load formulation, number 

of harmonics and their magnitude, an appropriate load formulation can be achieved. A comparison 

between the shape of acceleration responses from measurements and models indicate that a load 

formulation appropriate for ascending contains fewer harmonics than a load formulation for descending. 

More case studies of different staircases is needed in order to determine if there are any load formulation 

for ascent and descent that will be appropriate for most flexible steel staircases.  

Comparing maximum RMS accelerations at ascending and descending, the acceleration is higher when 

descending, which is consistent with literature. It can therefore be advisable to focus design on loads 

introduced by a subject descending. The ISO acceleration limits for walkways are reasonable to use for 

staircases as well. The use of staircases resemble the use of walkways more, than the use of floors.  

 

6.3  Suggestions of future research  

Many of the questions asked when conduction this master thesis are not completely answered, and 

research does not agree on all points. Many important and interesting questions thus remains to be 

further researched. Here are some suggestions: 

 An extensive parameter study of how different modeling choices effect on the natural 

frequencies of the staircase. For example boundary conditions, amount of adjacent floor 

included etc. Preferably together with measurements and comparison of several staircases with 

the same bearings and investigation if they can be modeled in a consistent way. 

 

 Extensive testing and analyzing of different load formulations for ascending and descending. 

Should preferably also include measurements of real staircases. 

 

 Determination of enhancement factor due to group loading that incorporates both the increased 

load, the likelihood of people walking in pace and the increased damping due to dynamic 

properties of the human body.  
 

 Investigation and analyze of simple formulas that can be used to calculate frequencies and 

accelerations of straight staircases.  
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Appendix A – Acceleration time plots from 

           experimental measurement  
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A.1. Plots from descends of straight staircase 

 

 

 
Figure A.1. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.    
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Figure A.2. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.    
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Figure A.3. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.    
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Figure A.4. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.    
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Figure A.5. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight staircase 

due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.6. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight staircase 

due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.7. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight staircase 

due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.8. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight staircase 

due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.9. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.10. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.11. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.12. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.13. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.14. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.15. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.16. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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A.2 Plots from descends of curved staircase 

 

 
Figure A.17. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure .18. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.19. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.20. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.21. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.22. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.23. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.
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Figure A.24. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.25. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1 
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Figure A.26. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1 
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Figure A. 27. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.28. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1 
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A.3 Plots from ascends of straight staircase 

 

 
Figure A.29. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.    
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Figure A.30. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.    
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Figure A.31. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.   
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Figure A.32. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.    
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Figure A.33. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.34. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.35. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.36. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.37. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.38. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.39. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.40. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.41. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.42. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.43. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.44. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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A.4. Plots from ascends of curved staircase 

 

 
Figure A.45. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.46. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.47. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure A.48. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.49. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.50. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.51. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure A.52. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.53. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.54. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.55. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure A.56. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.57. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.58. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.59. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure A.60. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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A.5. Data from impulse jump IZ;B on straight staircase  

 

 
Figure A.61. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.62. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.63. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.64. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.65. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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Figure A.66. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.67. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 

 

 adjacent to the 
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Figure A.68. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 

 adjacent to the 
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Figure A.69. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.  

 adjacent to the 
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Figure A.70. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 

 

 adjacent to the 
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Figure A.71. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.72. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.73. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.74. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.75. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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Figure A.76. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.77. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.78. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.79. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.80. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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A.6. Data from impulse jump IZ;B on curved staircase 

 

 

Figure A.81. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.82. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.83. Time-acceleration recording for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.84. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on the floor adjacent to the curved 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.85. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on the floor adjacent to the curved 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.86. Time-acceleration recording for MP 3 and MP 5 on the floor adjacent to the curved 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.87. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.88. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.89. Time-acceleration recording for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to impulse 

jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure A.90. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.90. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure A.90. Time-acceleration recording for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Appendix B – Acceleration frequency spectrum from 

          experimental measurement  
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B.1. Plots from descends of straight staircase  

 

 
Figure B.1. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.2. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.3. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.4. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.5. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.6. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.7. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.8. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.9. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.
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Figure B.10. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.11. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.12. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.13. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.14. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.15. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.16. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.  
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B.2. Plots from descends of curved staircase  

 

 
Figure B.17. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.  
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Figure B.18. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.  
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Figure B.19. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.  
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Figure B.20. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.  
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Figure B.21. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.22. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.23. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.24. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.25. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.26. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.27. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.28. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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B.3. Plots from ascends of straight staircase 

 

 
Figure B.29. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.30. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.31. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.32. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.33. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.34. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.35. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.36. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.37. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.38. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.39. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.40. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.41. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.42. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.43. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.44. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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B.4. Plots from ascends of curved staircase 

 

 
Figure B.45. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.46. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.47. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.48. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.49. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.50. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.51. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.52. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.53. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.54. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.55. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.56. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.57. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.58. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.59. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.60. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.  
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B.5. Data from impulse jump IZ;B on straight staircase 

 

 
Figure B.77. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.78. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.79. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.80. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.81. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.82. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.83. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.84. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.85. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.86. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 on adjacent floors to the straight 

staircase due to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.87. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.88. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.89. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.90. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 21, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.91. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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Figure B.92. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.93. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.94. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.95. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.96. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the straight staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 3. 
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B.6. Data from impulse jumps IZ;B on curved staircase 

 

 
Figure B.81. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.82. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.83. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 1 in the middle of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.84. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 adjacent to the curved staircase due 

to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.85. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 adjacent to the curved staircase due 

to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.86. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 3 and MP 5 adjacent to the curved staircase due 

to impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.87. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.88. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.89. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 2 at the top of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure B.90. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.91. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure B.92. Frequency acceleration spectrum for MP 4 at the bottom of the curved staircase due to 

impulse jump IZ;B. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Appendix C – Acceleration time histories for one-third 

           octave bands  
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C.1. Data from descends for straight staircase 

 

 

Figure C.1. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.2. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.3. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.4. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.5. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.6. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.7. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.8. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.9. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.10. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.
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Figure C.11. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.12. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.13. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.14. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.15. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.16. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.17. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.18. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.19. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.20. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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C.2. Data from descends for curved staircase 

 

 
Figure C.41. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.42. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.43. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.44. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.45. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.46. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.47. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.48. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.49. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.50. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.51. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.52. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.53. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.54. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.55. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to descend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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C.3. Data from ascends for straight staircase 

 

 
Figure C.21. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.22. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.23. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.24. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.25. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.26. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.27. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.28. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.29. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.30. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.31. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.32. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.33. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.34. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.35. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.36. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.37. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.38. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.39. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.40. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the straight staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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C.4. Data from ascends for curved staircase 

 
Figure C.56. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.57. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.58. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.59. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.60. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.61. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.62. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.63. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.64. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.65. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure C.66. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure C.67. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure C.68. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure C.69. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure C.70. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure C.71. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.72. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.73. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.74. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure C.75. Acceleration time history of vertical MP 1 in the curved staircase due to ascend. 

Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Appendix D – Maximum RMS acceleration  
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D.1. Data from descends of straight staircase  

 

Figure D.1. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.    
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Figure D.2. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to descend.  Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.    
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Figure D.3. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.    
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Figure D.4. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.    
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Figure D.5. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors to 

the straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.     
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Figure D.6. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors to 

the straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.    
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Figure D.7. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors to 

the straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.     
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Figure D.8. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors to 

the straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.     
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Figure D.9. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.   
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Figure D.10. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.   
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Figure D.11. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.   
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Figure D.12 Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.   
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Figure D.13. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.    
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Figure D.14. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2.    
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Figure D.15. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.    
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Figure D.16. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2.    
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D.2. Data from descends of curved staircase  

 

 
Figure D.33. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.34. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.35. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.36. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.37. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.38. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.39. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.40. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.41. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.42. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.43. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.44. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to descend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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D.3. Data from ascends of straight staircase 

 

 
Figure D.17. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.    
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Figure D.18. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.19. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.20. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the straight 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.21. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.22. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.23. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.24. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.25. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.26. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.27. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.28. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.29. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1.  
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Figure D.30. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.31. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1.  
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Figure D.32. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

straight staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 2. 
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C.4. Data from ascends of curved staircase  

 

 

 
Figure D.45. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.46. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.47. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure D.48. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 1 in the middle of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.49. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.50. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.51. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure D.52. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 3 and 5 on adjacent floors 

to the curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.53. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.54. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.55. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure D.56. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 2 at the top of the curved 

staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.57. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 1. 
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Figure D.58. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 2. 
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Figure D.59. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 1, measurement 3. 
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Figure D.60. Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency for MP 4 at the bottom of the 

curved staircase due to ascend. Measurement configuration 2, measurement 1. 
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Appendix E – Mode shapes, damping calculation and 

          convergence analysis 
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E.1. Plots of mode shapes in RFEM 

 

 
Figure E.1. First mode shape of straight staircase, f1 = 13,65 Hz. 

 

 
Figure E.2. Second mode shape of straight staircase, f2 = 18,65 Hz. 
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Figure E.3. Third mode shape of straight staircase, f3 = 30,34 Hz. 

 

 
Figure E.4. Fourth mode shape of curved staircase, f4 = 35,59 Hz. 
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Figure E.5. First mode shape of curved staircase, f1 = 9,23 Hz. 

 

 
Figure E.6. Second mode shape of curved staircase, f2 = 18,27 Hz. 
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Figure E.7. Third mode shape of curved staircase, f3 = 18,71 Hz. 

 

 
Figure E.8. Fourth mode shape of curved staircase, f4 = 22,35 Hz. 
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E.2. Damping calculations  

 

Table E.1. Damping calculation of straight staircase.  

 Measurement Damping 

M1 IZ;A-1  0,011294558 

M1 IZ;A-2 0,018516416 

M2 IZ;A-1 0,023551648 

M2 IZ;A-2 0,020240605 

M1 IZ;B-1 0,016789807 

M1 IZ;B-2 0,016967131 

M2 IZ;B-1 0,01747629 

M2 IZ;B-2 0,017735878 

   

Average 0,017821542 

Median 0,017606084 

 

 

Table E.2. Damping calculations of curved staircase. 

 Measurement Damping 

M1 IZ;A-1  0,014409198 

M1 IZ;A-2 0,014602422 

M2 IZ;A-1 0,016825413 

M2 IZ;A-2 0,015325147 

M1 IZ;B-1 0,015862381 

M2 IZ;B-1 0,018610033 

M2 IZ;B-2 0,021017007 

   

Average 0,016900208 

Median 0,015862381 
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E.3. Convergence analysis 

 

Table E.3. Convergence analysis for straight staircase.  

Mesh floor 0,05 0,1 0,15 

Mesh staircase 0,02 0,02 0,02 

1st frequency 13,364 13,492 13,579 

2nd frequency 18,470 18,548 18,606 

3rd frequency 22,838 22,849 22,891 

4th frequency 41,816 41,898 42,123 

5th frequency 44,978 45,092 45,165 

 

 

Table E.4. Convergence analysis for straight staircase. 

Mesh floor 0,05 0,1 0,15 

Mesh staircase 0,04 0,04 0,04 

1st frequency 13,419 13,555 13,640 

2nd frequency 18,511 18,585 18,648 

3rd frequency 22,838 22,851 22,892 

4th frequency 41,871 41,952 42,179 

5th frequency 45,635 45,636 45,707 

 

 

Table E.5. Convergence analysis for straight staircase.  

Mesh floor 0,05 0,1 0,15 

Mesh staircase 0,08 0,08 0,08 

1st frequency 13,454 13,587 13,678 

2nd frequency 18,559 18,639 18,699 

3rd frequency 22,839 22,851 22,893 

4th frequency 42,267 42,341 42,394 

5th frequency 46,378 46,490 46,637 
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Table E.6. Convergence analysis for curved staircase.  

Mesh floor 0,05 0,1 0,15 

Mesh staircase 0,02 0,02 0,02 

1st frequency 9,510 9,602 9,604 

2nd frequency 20,636 20,723 20,846 

3rd frequency 21,883 21,894 21,949 

4th frequency 23,853 23,869 23,828 

5th frequency 27,949 28,161 28,091 

 

 

Table E.7. Convergence analysis for curved staircase.  

Mesh floor 0,05 0,1 0,15 

Mesh staircase 0,04 0,04 0,04 

1st frequency 9,501 9,550 9,584 

2nd frequency 20,564 20,681 20,828 

3rd frequency 21,777 21,883 21,910 

4th frequency 23,733 23,861 23,796 

5th frequency 27,873 27,983 28,003 

 

 

Table E.8. Convergence analysis for curved staircase.  

Mesh floor 0,05 0,1 0,15 

Mesh staircase 0,08 0,08 0,08 

1st frequency 9,608 9,609 9,660 

2nd frequency 20,883 20,884 21,003 

3rd frequency 21,911 21,915 22,018 

4th frequency 23,807 23,809 23,935 

5th frequency 28,035 28,039 28,148 
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Appendix F – Matlab code  
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F.1. Function;  PlotTimeAcceleration  
 
%% Loads data from .mat file  

  
[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\Trappa 2 Mätning 

2\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  

  
data = [Channel_1_Data Channel_2_Data Channel_3_Data... 
        Channel_4_Data Channel_5_Data Channel_6_Data... 
        Channel_7_Data Channel_8_Data Channel_9_Data... 
        Channel_10_Data Channel_11_Data]; 

  
fs = str2num(File_Header.SampleFrequency);  
fs = fs(1);  
t = [0:1/fs:(length(data)-1)/fs]';                    % time vector 
dt= t(2)-t(1); 

  
acc=[] ; 

  
%band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 

  
f1 = 0.5 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2 = 80;               % upper frequency limit 
nyq = fs/2;             % Nyquist frequency 

  
[b2,a2] = butter(2,f2/nyq); 
[b1,a1] = butter(2,f1/nyq,'high'); 

  
for ii = 1:11 ; 
acc(:,ii)= data(:,ii); 
acc(:,ii) = filter(b2,a2,acc(:,ii)); %low pass filtering 
acc(:,ii) = filter(b1,a1,acc(:,ii)); %high pass filtering 
end 

  
time = [] ; 
for i = 1:50000 ; 
    time(i) = t(80000+i-1)-t(80000) ; 
end 

  
%% Plot recorded time-accelerations signals 

  
col = [0 0 0.9 ; 
        0.9 0 0 ; 
        1 0.8 0] ; 

  
figure (1) 
for cc = 9:11 
    plot( time,acc(80000:129999, cc) , 'color', col(cc-8,:) ) ;  % choosing 

part of signal to plot  
    hold on 
end 
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legend('x-direction, Channel 9', 'y-direction, Channel 10', 'z-direction, 

Channel 11')          
xlabel('Time [s]'), ylabel('Acceleration [m/s^2]') 
str_tit1 = sprintf('Measured time-acceleration signal \n for MP1 in the middle 

of straight staircase') ; 
title(str_tit1) ; 
grid on 
hold off 

  

  
%set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto') 

  
fname1 = sprintf('Max RMS acceleration channel 1-3') ; 
filename1 = strcat(FileName(1:end-3) , fname1) ; 
print( '-f1', '-dpng', '-r600', filename1 ) ; 
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F.2. Function;  PlotMaxRMSacc_tersfreq 

%% Loads data from .mat file  

  
[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\Trappa 1 Mätning 

1\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  

  
data=[Channel_1_Data Channel_2_Data Channel_3_Data... 
    Channel_4_Data Channel_5_Data Channel_6_Data... 
    Channel_7_Data Channel_8_Data Channel_9_Data... 
    Channel_10_Data Channel_11_Data]; 

  
fs = str2num(File_Header.SampleFrequency);  
fs = fs(1); 
t = [0:1/fs:(length(data)-1)/fs]';                    % time vector 
dt= t(2)-t(1); 

  
acc=[] ; 

  
%band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 

  
f1 = 1 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2 = 100;               % upper frequency limit 
nyq = fs/2;             % Nyquist frequency 

  

  
%% %% %% %% %% %% Tersbands filtering  

  
acc_t = [] ; 
acc_t(: ,1) = t ;                    % time vector 
dS = 1 ; 
fakt = 16 ;                         % down samples the signal to achieve a 

stable filter  
Ters_acc = [] ; 

  
for iii = 1:11 ;  
    acc_t(:,2) = data(:,iii) ;         % acceleration vector  
                                       % use unfiltered data 
    [acc_ters,time,tersfreq] = Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t,dS,fakt) ; 
    % function [acc_ters,time]=Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t,dS,fakt) 
    % acc is a calculated/recorded acceleration signal 
    % dS=0 - no downsampling; dS neq 0 downsample with factor fakt 
    % fakt = factor for downsample (4) 

     
    Ters_acc(:, (1+20*(iii-1)):(20*iii) ) = acc_ters(:,1:20) ; 
end 

  
%% %% %% %% %% %% Running RMS for Tersband filtered accelerations 

 
tau = 1 ;                                           % 1 second, integration 

time/interval 
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y = [] ; 
y(:,1) = time ; 

  

  
% Calculates RMS acceleration for ALL channels and tersbands in the signal 

  
for gg = 1:min(size(Ters_acc)) ; 
    y(:,2) = Ters_acc(:,gg) ; 

     
    y_RMS = Running_RMS(tau,y) ; 
    % function [y_RMS]= Running_RMS(tau,y) 
    % compute running RMS from vectory for time interval = tau 
    % y(:,1)=time; y(:,2)=acceleration 
    % y_RMS – RMS value as function of time 

     
    RMS_acc(:,gg) = y_RMS(:,2) ; 
end 

  

  
% Identify max RMS acceleration for all Tersband and channels 

  
Ters_acc_max = [] ; 
disp( 'Kanal     Tersbandsfrekvens    RMS Acceleration') ; 
for jj = 1:min(size(RMS_acc)) ; 
    RMS_acc_max(jj) = max(abs(RMS_acc(:,jj))) ; 
    if RMS_acc_max(jj) > 0.018 ; 
        disp( [round(jj/20+0.45)   tersfreq(jj-20*(round(jj/20+0.45)-1))   

RMS_acc_max(jj) ] )  
    end 
end 

  

  
%% Plot max RMS accelerations as function of tersband-frequency  

  
ISOfreq = [ 1 4 8 80 ] ; 
ISO_limits = [ 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.05] ;         % RMS acceleration limits in 

ISO 

  
ISOxFreq = [ 1 2 80] ; 
ISOx_limits = [ 0.0036 0.0036 0.144] ; 

  
col2 = [0 0 0.9 ; 
        0.9 0 0 ; 
        1 0.8 0] ; 

  
figure (1) 
for cc = 1:3 
    loglog( tersfreq , RMS_acc_max(1+20*(cc-1) : 20*cc), 'color', col2(cc,:) ) 

; 
    hold on 
end 
loglog( ISOxFreq , 4*ISOx_limits , 'color', [0.7 0 0.6] ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 4*ISO_limits , 'color', [0 0.6 0] ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 30*ISO_limits , 'color' , [1 0.5 0] ) ; 
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xticks([1 4 5 8 10 50 80]) ; 
xticklabels({'1', '4', '5', '8', '10', '50', '80'}) 
yticks([10^-4 10^-3 5*10^-3 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5])  
legend('x-direction, Channel 1', 'y-direction, Channel 2', 'z-direction, 

Channel 3', ... 
        'ISO limits x-y-direction, Office (x4)', ... 
         'ISO limits z-direction, Office (x4)' , 'ISO limits z-direction, 

Walkway (x30)')          
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Max RMS acceleration [m/s^2]') 
str_tit1 = sprintf('Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency \n for 

MP1 in the middle of the curved staircase') ; 
title(str_tit1) ; 
grid on 
hold off 

  
%set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto') 

  
fname1 = sprintf('Max RMS acceleration channel 1-3') ; 
filename1 = strcat(FileName(1:end-3) , fname1) ; 
print( '-f1', '-dpng', '-r600', filename1 ) ; 

  

   
figure (2) 
for cc = 4:5 
    loglog( tersfreq , RMS_acc_max(1+20*(cc-1) : 20*cc), 'color' , col2(cc-

3,:) ) ; 
    hold on 
end 
%loglog( ISOfreq , ISO_limits ,'color' , [0.7 0 0.6] ) ;  % 'ISO limits z 

direction 
loglog ( ISOfreq , 4*ISO_limits , 'color', [0 0.6 0] ) ; 
xticks([1 4 5 8 10 50 80]) ; 
xticklabels({'1', '4', '5', '8', '10', '50', '80'}) 
yticks([10^-4 10^-3 5*10^-3 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5])  
legend('z-direction, Channel 4', 'z-direction, Channel 5',  'ISO limits z-

direction, Office (x4)' ) 

  
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Max RMS acceleration [m/s^2]') 
str_tit2 = sprintf('Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency \n for 

MP3 and MP5 adjacent to curved staircase') ; 
title(str_tit2); 
grid on 
hold off 

  
%set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto') 
fname2 = sprintf('Max RMS acceleration channel 4-5') ; 
filename2 = strcat(FileName(1:end-3) , fname2) ; 
print('-f2', '-dpng', '-r600', filename2 ) ; 
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figure (3) 
for cc = 6:8 
    loglog( tersfreq , RMS_acc_max(1+20*(cc-1) : 20*cc), 'color' , col2(cc-

5,:) ) ; 
    hold on 
end 
loglog( ISOxFreq , 4*ISOx_limits , 'color', [0.7 0 0.6] ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 4*ISO_limits , 'color', [0 0.6 0] ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 30*ISO_limits , 'color' , [1 0.5 0] ) ; 

  
xticks([1 4 5 8 10 50 80]) ; 
xticklabels({'1', '4', '5', '8', '10', '50', '80'}) 
yticks([10^-4 10^-3 5*10^-3 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5])  
legend('x-direction, Channel 6', 'y-direction, Channel 7', 'z-direction, 

Channel 8', ... 
        'ISO limits x-y-direction, Office (x4)',... 
        'ISO limits z-direction, Office (x4)' , 'ISO limits z-direction, 

Walkway (x30)') 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Max RMS acceleration [m/s^2]') 
str_tit3 = sprintf('Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency \n for 

MP2 at the top of the curved staircase') ; 
title(str_tit3); 
grid on 
hold off 

  
%set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto') 

  
fname3 = sprintf('Max RMS acceleration channel 6-8') ; 
filename3 = strcat(FileName(1:end-3) , fname3) ; 
print('-f3', '-dpng', '-r600', filename3 ) ; 

  

  
figure (4) 
for cc = 9:11 
    loglog( tersfreq , RMS_acc_max(1+20*(cc-1) : 20*cc), 'color', col2(cc-8,:) 

) ; 
    hold on 
end 
loglog( ISOxFreq , 4*ISOx_limits , 'color', [0.7 0 0.6] ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 4*ISO_limits , 'color', [0 0.6 0] ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 30*ISO_limits , 'color' , [1 0.5 0] ) ; 

  
xticks([1 4 5 8 10 50 80]) ; 
xticklabels({'1', '4', '5', '8', '10', '50', '80'}) 
yticks([10^-4 10^-3 5*10^-3 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5])  
legend('x-direction, Channel 9', 'y-direction, Channel 10', 'z-direction, 

Channel 11', ... 
        'ISO limits x-y-direction, Office (x4)',... 
        'ISO limits z-direction, Office (x4)' , 'ISO limits z-direction, 

Walkway (x30)') 
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xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Max RMS acceleration [m/s^2]') 
str_tit4 = sprintf('Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency \n for 

MP4 at the bottom of the curved staircase') ; 
title(str_tit4); 
grid on 
hold off 

  
%set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto') 

  
fname4 = sprintf('Max RMS acceleration channel 9-11') ; 
filename4 = strcat(FileName(1:end-3) , fname4) ; 
print('-f4', '-dpng', '-r600', filename4 ) ; 
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F.3. Function;  Tersbandsfiltrering 

function [acc_ters,time,tersfreq]=Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t,dS,fakt) 
% function [acc_ters,time]=Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t,dS,fakt) 
% acc is a calculated/measured acceleration signal  
% dS=0 - no downsample; dS neq 0 downsample with factor fakt 
% fakt = factor for downsample (4) 

  
tersfreq=[1 1.25 1.6 2 2.5 3.15 4 5 6.3 8];  
tersfreq=[tersfreq tersfreq(1:10)*10];  
% fs=1e3;%samplingsfrekvens 
% t=1/fs 
acc=acc_t(:,2); 
dt=acc_t(2,1)-acc_t(1,1); 
fs=1/dt; %samplingsfrekvens 
t=1/fs; 
downSample=dS; 
tersfreq = tersfreq(tersfreq < fs/2); 

  
if downSample   % if the filters are unstable  
    downfactor=fakt; 
    accw = decimate(acc,downfactor); %down samples the signal  
    fs=fs/downfactor;  
    dt=1/fs;  
    t=1:length(accw);  
    t=t-1;  
    t=dt*t; 
    acc_ters=zeros(length(accw),length(tersfreq)); 
    time=t; 
else 
    accw=acc; 
    time=acc_t(:,1); 
    acc_ters=zeros(length(acc),length(tersfreq)); 
end 

  

  
for pp=1:length(tersfreq) 

  
f0=tersfreq(pp);  
[b,a] = tersfilt(fs,f0);  
acc_ters(:,pp) = filter(b,a,accw); 
end 
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F.4. Function;  Running_RMS 

function [y_RMS]= Running_RMS(tau,y) 
% function [y_RMS]=Running_RMS(tau,y) 
% compute running RMS from vectory for time interval=tau 
% y(:,1)= time;  y(:,2) = acceleration 
% y_RMS – RMS value as function of time 
% RMS from 0 to tau have time tau/2 

  
dt= y(2,1)-y(1,1); 
N_steps = round(tau/dt); 
tau1 = N_steps*dt; 
N_tot = max(size(y)); 
for ii = 1:N_tot-N_steps 
    y_RMS(ii,1)= (tau1/2)+y(ii,1); 
    int = 0; 
    for jj = ii:ii+N_steps-1 
        a21= y(jj,2)^2; 
        a22= y(jj+1,2)^2; 
        dA= (a21+a22)/2*dt; 
        int= int+dA; 
        a_RMS= sqrt(1/tau1*int); 
    end 
    y_RMS(ii,2)= a_RMS; 
end 
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F.5. Function;  Fourierseries 

%%%% Fourier series for ascending and descending %%%% 

  
Q = 1 ;                             % Weight of subject (entered into Brigade) 
a1 = 1.51  ;                          % amplitude of first harmonic 
a2 = 0.13 ;                         % amplitude of second harmonic 
a3 = 0.2 ; 
a4 = 0.12 ;  
f1 = 4.5 ;                          % first (harmonic) frequency 
f2 = 2*f1 ;                         % second harmonic 
f3 = 3*f1 ; 
f4 = 4*f1 ;  
fi1 = pi/2 ;                            % phase shift 
fi2 = pi/2 ;                           % phase shift 
fi3 = 0 ; 
fi4 = pi/2 ; 

  
t = 0: 0.002 :1 ;  

  
F = @(t) Q*(1 + a1*sin(2*pi*f1*t + fi1) + a2*sin(2*pi*f2*t +fi2) + 

a3*sin(2*pi*f3*t +fi3) + a4*sin(2*pi*f4*t +fi4) ) ; 

  
fplot(F, [0 1]) ;  

  
Four = [] ; 

  
for i = 74:152 ;    % is adjusted 
    Ft = Q*(1 + a1*sin(2*pi*f1*t(i) + fi1) + a2*sin(2*pi*f2*t(i) +fi2) + 

a3*sin(2*pi*f3*t(i) +fi3) + a4*sin(2*pi*f4*t(i) +fi4) ) ; 
    Four(i-73) = Ft ; 
end 

  
% q = integral(F , 0.120 , 0.423)  

  
Four(1) 
Four(end) 
t(68) 
t(178) 

  
Four' ; 
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F.6. Function;  DampingCalculation 

%%%%%%%%%%% Calculating damping FOR JUMPS) %%%%%%%%% 

  
clear all, close all, clc 

  
%% Loads data from .mat file  

  
[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\Trappa 1 Mätning 

2\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  
data=[Channel_1_Data Channel_2_Data Channel_3_Data... 
    Channel_4_Data Channel_5_Data Channel_6_Data... 
    Channel_7_Data Channel_8_Data Channel_9_Data... 
    Channel_10_Data Channel_11_Data]; 

  
fs = str2num(File_Header.SampleFrequency);  
fs = fs(1); 
t = [0:1/fs:(length(data)-1)/fs]';                    % time vector 
dt= t(2)-t(1); 

  
acc=[] ; 

  
%band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 

  
f1 = 1 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2 = 100;               % upper frequency limit 
nyq = fs/2;             % Nyquist frequency 

  
[b2,a2] = butter(2,f2/nyq); 
[b1,a1] = butter(2,f1/nyq,'high'); 

  
for ii = 1:11 ; 
acc(:,ii)= data(:,ii); 
acc(:,ii) = filter(b2,a2,acc(:,ii)); %low pass filtering 
acc(:,ii) = filter(b1,a1,acc(:,ii)); %high pass filtering 
end 

   
%% %% %% %% %% %% Plots time signals 

  
n_ch=1:11; 
Nf=length(n_ch); 
col = colormap(hsv); 
cf = floor(size(col,1)/(Nf));  

  
% Plots time-acceleration signals in x, y, z-direction  

  
figure(1) 
for ll=[9,10,11]  
    plot(t(80000:110000),acc(80000:110000,ll),'color',col(ll*cf,:)) 
    hold on 
end 
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legend('9', '10', '11') 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Acceleration z [m/s^2]') 

                                   
%% Calculating damping through logaritmic decrement 

  
format long  
format compact 
kanal = [9,10,11] ;                    % Choose channel/s 

  
xi =[] ;  
for ij = kanal                    % For curved staricase channels [1,2,3] 
                                    % For straight staircase channels 

[9,10,11]                             
    [max_acc , I ] = max(abs(acc(:, ij))) ; 
    time = t(I)  
    max_acc 
    dtime = t(end)/(length(t)-1) ; 
    pks = findpeaks(acc(:,ij)) ;             % returns all max peaks 
    [max_peak_acc , II ] = max(pks) ; 
    max_peak_acc 

     

         
    d = (1/4)*log(pks(II)/pks(II+12)) ;     % logaritmic decrement 
    % Different how many and which peaks to choose,  

    % individual for all recordings 
    logdec = d/(2*pi) ; 

         
    xi(ij) = logdec ;             % OBS! 
end 

  
xi(kanal) 
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F.7. Function; BrigadeMatningarTest 

%% Loads data from .mat file  

 
 [FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\Trappa 2 Mätning 

2\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  
data=[Channel_1_Data Channel_2_Data Channel_3_Data... 
    Channel_4_Data Channel_5_Data Channel_6_Data... 
    Channel_7_Data Channel_8_Data Channel_9_Data... 
    Channel_10_Data Channel_11_Data]; 

  
fs = str2num(File_Header.SampleFrequency);  
fs = fs(1); 
t = [0:1/fs:(length(data)-1)/fs]';                    % time vector 
dt= t(2)-t(1); 

  
%% Loads data from .mat file  

[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\Trappa 1 Mätning 

1\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  
data2=[Channel_1_Data Channel_2_Data Channel_3_Data... 
    Channel_4_Data Channel_5_Data Channel_6_Data... 
    Channel_7_Data Channel_8_Data Channel_9_Data... 
    Channel_10_Data Channel_11_Data]; 

  
fs = str2num(File_Header.SampleFrequency);  
fs = fs(1); 
t2 = [0:1/fs:(length(data2)-1)/fs]';                    % time vector 
dt2= t2(2)-t2(1); 

  
acc=[] ; 

  
%band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 

  
f1 = 1 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2 = 100;               % upper frequency limit 
nyq = fs/2;             % Nyquist frequency 
[b2,a2] = butter(2,f2/nyq); 
[b1,a1] = butter(2,f1/nyq,'high'); 

  
for ii = 1:11 ; 
acc(:,ii)= data(:,ii); 
acc(:,ii) = filter(b2,a2,acc(:,ii)); %low pass filtering 
acc(:,ii) = filter(b1,a1,acc(:,ii)); %high pass filtering 
end 

  
% Load data from Brigade 
[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
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load([PathName FileName]); 

  
for i = 1:length(time) ; 
    time(i) = time(i)+ 11 ;             % time vector  
end 

  
dtime = time(2)-time(1); 
fsb = 1/dtime ;  

  
% band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 
f1b = 1 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2b = 80;               % upper frequency limit 
nyqb = fsb/2;             % Nyquist frequency 
[b2,a2] = butter(2,f2b/nyqb); 
[b1,a1] = butter(2,f1b/nyqb,'high'); 
Acc(:,1)= AccStep(:,1); 
Acc(:,1) = filter(b2,a2,Acc(:,1)); %low pass filtering 
Acc(:,1) = filter(b1,a1,Acc(:,1)); %high pass filtering 

  
% Load data from Brigade 
[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  
for i = 1:length(time) ; 
    time(i) = time(i)+ 11 ;             % time vector  
end 

  
dtime = time(2)-time(1); 
fsb = 1/dtime ;  

  
% band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 
f1b = 1 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2b = 80;               % upper frequency limit 
nyqb = fsb/2;             % Nyquist frequency 

  
[b2,a2] = butter(2,f2b/nyqb); 
[b1,a1] = butter(2,f1b/nyqb,'high'); 
Acc(:,2)= AccStep(:,1); 
Acc(:,2) = filter(b2,a2,Acc(:,2)); %low pass filtering 
Acc(:,2) = filter(b1,a1,Acc(:,2)); %high pass filtering 

  
% Load data from Brigade 
[FileName,PathName] = 

uigetfile('C:\Users\lisaa\Documents\Mätningsanalys\*.mat','Välj datafil'); 
load([PathName FileName]); 

  
for i = 1:length(time) ; 
    time(i) = time(i)+ 11 ;             % time vector  
end 

  
dtime = time(2)-time(1); 
fsb = 1/dtime ;  
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% band limiting low and high pass (creating filters) 
f1b = 1 ;                % lower frequency limit 
f2b = 80;               % upper frequency limit 
nyqb = fsb/2;             % Nyquist frequency 

  
[b2,a2] = butter(2,f2b/nyqb); 
[b1,a1] = butter(2,f1b/nyqb,'high'); 
Acc(:,3)= AccStep(:,1); 
Acc(:,3) = filter(b2,a2,Acc(:,3)); %low pass filtering 
Acc(:,3) = filter(b1,a1,Acc(:,3)); %high pass filtering 
 

  
%% %% %% %% %% %% Plots time signals  
figure(1) 
plot( time, Acc(:,1) , time, Acc(:,2) , time, Acc(:,3))   

%  t(90000:150000), acc(90000:150000,11)  
hold on 
legend( 'Response impulse 0.10 s', 'Response impulse 0.12 s' , 'Response 

impulse 0.15 s' )                 % , 'Measured response ascent' 
str_tit1 = sprintf('Comparison between measured accelerations and Brigade 

response \n with Bishop formulation for ascending') ; 
title(str_tit1) ; 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Acceleration z [m/s^2]') 
grid on 
hold off 

  
% set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto')  
fname1 = sprintf('Comparison accelerations ascent Bishop curved Brigade 

Measurements') ; 
filename1 = strcat( fname1 ) ; 
print( '-f1', '-dpng', '-r600', filename1 ) ; 

  
%% %% %% %% %% %% Frequency analysis  
% Transform measured signal to frequency domain  
w = hann(length(t)); 
acc_w = zeros(size(acc)); 
ACC_W = zeros(size(acc)); 
NFFT = length(t); 
df = 1/(NFFT*dt); 
f  = (0:NFFT-1)*df; 
f_max = 80; 
nn=1:round(f_max/df); 
for iii=1:11; 
    acc_w(:,iii)=w.*acc(:,iii); 
    ACC_W(:,iii)=fft(acc_w(:,iii),NFFT)/NFFT;             
end 

  
% Transform Brigade data to frequency domain 
w_b = hann(length(time)); 
acc_w_b = zeros(size(Acc)); 
ACC_W_B = zeros(size(Acc)); 
NFFT_B = length(time); 
dF = 1/(NFFT_B*dtime); 
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F  = (0:NFFT_B-1)*dF; 
F_max = 80; 
NN=1:round(F_max/dF); 
for jj = 1:3 ;  
    acc_w_b(:,jj) = w_b.*Acc(:,jj); 
    ACC_W_B(:,jj) = fft(acc_w_b(:,jj),NFFT_B)/NFFT_B; 
end 

  
% Plots frequency spectrum in x, y, z-directions  
figure(2) 
semilogy(  F(NN) , abs(ACC_W_B(NN,1)) ,  F(NN) , abs(ACC_W_B(NN,2)) , F(NN) , 

abs(ACC_W_B(NN,3)) )                      %  f(nn), 2*abs(ACC_W(nn,11)) , 
hold on 

 
legend( 'Response impulse 0.10 s' , 'Response impulse 0.12 s' , 'Response 

impulse 0.15 s' )         %  'Measured response ascent' , 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'),ylabel('Acceleration z [m/s^2]') 
str_tit2 = sprintf('Comparison between measured frequency spectrum and Brigade 

response \n with Bishop´s formulation for ascending' ) ; 
title(str_tit2) ; 
grid on 
hold off 

  
set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto')  
fname2 = sprintf('Comparison frequency spectrum IZB ISO70 Straight Brigade 

Measurements') ; 
filename2 = strcat( fname2 ) ; 
print( '-f2', '-dpng', '-r600', filename2 ) ; 

  
%% %% %% %% %% %% Tersband filtering  
acc_t = [] ; 
acc_t(: ,1) = t ;                    % time vector 
dS = 1 ; 
fakt = 16 ;                         % down samples signal to achieve a stable 

filter 

Ters_acc = [] ; 

   
acc_t(:,2) = data(:,11) ;         % acceleration vector  
[acc_ters,te,tersfreq] = Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t,dS,fakt) ; 
    % function [acc_ters,time]=Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t,dS,fakt) 
    % acc is a calculated/recorded acceleration signal  
    % dS=0 - no downsample; dS neq 0 downsample with factor fakt 
    % fakt = factor for downsample (4) 

         
acc_t2 = [] ; 
acc_t2(: ,1) = t2 ;                    % time vector 
dS = 1 ; 
fakt = 16 ;                         % down samples signal to achieve a stable 

filter  

Ters_acc2 = [] ; 

  
acc_t2(:,2) = data2(:,11) ;          
[acc_ters2,te2,tersfreq] = Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t2,dS,fakt) ; 
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acc_t_b = [] ; 
acc_t_b(: ,1) = time  
dS = 1 ; 
fakt = 1 ;                          

  
acc_t_b(:,2) = AccStep(:,1) ;          
[acc_ters_b,time_b,tersfreq] = Tersbandsfiltrering(acc_t_b,dS,fakt) ; 

  
%% %% %% %% %% %% Running RMS for Tersband filtered accelerations  
tau = 1 ;                               % 1 second, integration time interval 
y = [] ; 
y(:,1) = te ; 

  
% Calculates RMS acceleration for ALL channels and tersbands in the signal 
for g = 1:min(size(acc_ters)) ; 
    y(:,2) = acc_ters(:,g) ; 

     
    y_RMS = Running_RMS(tau,y) ; 
    % function [y_RMS]= Running_RMS(tau,y) 
    % compute running RMS from vectory for time interval = tau 
    % y(:,1)=time; y(:,2)=acceleration 
    % y_RMS – RMS value as function of time 

     
    RMS_acc(:,g) = y_RMS(:,2) ; 
end 

  
y2 = [] ; 
y2(:,1) = te2 ; 

  
% Calculates RMS acceleration for ALL channels and tersbands in the signal 
for j = 1:min(size(acc_ters2)) ; 
    y2(:,2) = acc_ters2(:,j) ; 

     
    y_RMS2 = Running_RMS(tau,y2) ; 
    % function [y_RMS]= Running_RMS(tau,y) 
    % compute running RMS from vectory for time interval = tau 
    % y(:,1)=tid; y(:,2)=acceleration 
    % y_RMS - rms värde som funktion av tiden 

     
    RMS_acc2(:,j) = y_RMS2(:,2) ; 
end 

   
y_b = [] ; 
y_b(:,1) = time_b ; 

  
% Calculates RMS acceleration for ALL channels and tersbands in the signal 
for gg = 1:min(size(acc_ters_b)) ; 
    y_b(:,2) = acc_ters_b(:,gg) ; 

     
    y_RMS_b = Running_RMS(tau,y_b) ; 
    % function [y_RMS]= Running_RMS(tau,y) 
    % compute running RMS from vectory for time interval = tau 
    % y(:,1)=tid; y(:,2)=acceleration 
    % y_RMS - rms värde som funktion av tiden 
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    RMS_acc_b(:,gg) = y_RMS_b(:,2) ; 
end 

  
% Identify max RMS acceleration for all Tersband and channels 
Ters_acc_max = [] ; 
for jj = 1:min(size(RMS_acc)) ; 
    RMS_acc_max(jj) = max(abs(RMS_acc(:,jj))) ; 
end 

  
Ters_acc_max = [] ; 
for jj = 1:min(size(RMS_acc2)) ; 
    RMS_acc_max2(jj) = max(abs(RMS_acc2(:,jj))) ; 
end 

  
Ters_acc_maxB = [] ; 
for jj = 1:min(size(RMS_acc_b)) ; 
    RMS_acc_maxB(jj) = max(abs(RMS_acc_b(:,jj))) ; 
end 

  
%% Plot max RMS accelerations as function of tersband-frequency  

  
ISOfreq = [ 1 4 8 80 ] ; 
ISO_limits = [ 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.05] ;        %RMS acceleration limits in ISO 

 
ISOxFreq = [ 1 2 80] ; 
ISOx_limits = [ 0.0036 0.0036 0.144] ; 

   
figure (3) 
loglog( tersfreq , RMS_acc_max , tersfreq , RMS_acc_max2 , tersfreq , 

RMS_acc_maxB ) ; 
hold on 
loglog( ISOfreq , 4*ISO_limits ) ; 
loglog( ISOfreq , 30*ISO_limits ) ; 

  
xticks([1 4 5 8 10 50 80]) ; 
xticklabels({'1', '4', '5', '8', '10', '50', '80'}) 
yticks([10^-4 10^-3 5*10^-3 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5])  
legend('Mesured max RMS acceleration', 'Mesured max RMS acceleration', 

'Brigade max RMS acceleration', 'ISO limits z-direction, Office (x4)' , 'ISO 

limits z-direction, Walkway (x30)')          
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Max RMS acceleration [m/s^2]') 
str_tit1 = sprintf('Maximum RMS acceleration as function of frequency \n 

comparison between measurements and Brigade') ; 
title(str_tit1) ; 
grid on 
hold off 

  
%set size of figure's "drawing" area on screen and paper 
set(gcf, 'Units','centimeters', 'Position',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits','centimeters', 'PaperPosition',[0 0 15 15]) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto') 
fname3 = sprintf( 'Max RMS acceleration comparison ascending Bishop curved') ; 
filename3 = strcat(FileName(1:end-3) , fname3) ; 
print( '-f3', '-dpng', '-r600', filename3 ) ; 
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